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ENT PROVOCATEUR —

THE NEW ALBUM FROM

FO RETO N E R

 

 81999

Featuring the first single,
"I WANT TO KNOW WHAT love is."

Also available on CD

Watch for Foreigner‘s upcoming tour!

Producers: |# Alex Sadkin & Mick Jones
Management: Bud Prager/ESPManagement, Inc.
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Dear Memphis Star,

I recently réad an article by Lisa
McGaughran about Julian Lennon,
and I think it stinks. You obviously
don‘t know much about lyrics or the
value of pretty music. :

It‘s in a class by itself, and appeals
to many different kinds of music
lovers. The depth of that type of
music is over your head.

You really shouldn‘t give your
opinion unless you do some heavy
research and know what: you‘re
talking about. I‘m sure many people
will stand behind me on this.

Lori Mosley

Dear Memphis Star, ;

I just wrote to say that I liked
immensely Lisa McGaughran‘s
review of U2. Brown Burnett
irritated me so much with his obvious
ill founded comments. The one about
politics—he must be dense, and must
follow U2 only superficially to miss
U2‘s obvious political and religious
ideas, and totally miss U2‘s
progression or step with each album.
Then, the remark about Eno
muddling their vision; why ‘does he
blame the producer when it was the
band who chose Eno for a little
different sound. U2Z‘s sound needed
to change a bit or so they thought —
because of the similarly sounding
bands on the scene, expecially bands
under their. old producer Steve
Lillywhite.

Unforgettable is special, but then so
are the other U2 albums. But this one
is one of my favorites. I‘m glad some
other local critic spoke out. I was
going to write him a letter; but I
decided not to give him the satis—
faction that hate mail or constructive
mail might give this male.

See, I too write reviews on a very
much smaller scale for the
Germantown school paper. So my
anger is not purely one of an irate fan
but one who also attempts to write.

Sincerely,

Andrea Mather

Dear Readers,
Thanks so much for your kind

remarks. My only comment on
Andrea‘s letter is that I wish she‘d
noticed Brown Burnett‘s review» of

cont. ori'Page 11.
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The Red to Violet Shift!
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"new musical universe approaching"
by Dooley Mulligan

The full moon, only thirty earth

diameters away, is floating at a more
terrestrial level. Is it a police car or
some planet of joy, following the rule

of astronomers in whose thought—

frame, using the Doppler effect, tells
us some high energy being is ap—
proaching? One feels a rhythm and

blue wave, after driving through a
rubber stamp exurbia where the only
difference between the houses is
which side the carport is on.
Druidical trees sing their secret
songs before you arrive at a Mattel
Toy landscape in a shopping center.
The roof of Dillon‘s seems to be jump—
ing for joy like those sports arenas in
old Disney cartoons. j

Magic is afoot, ahead. Inthis
nightspot on Winchester, named
after the rifle or the Jesse whose feet
are in Dixie and whose head is in the

cool blue North, who knows, Mister
Elmo and the In Shades are holding

court. If you haven‘t heard them
before, a sign painted by the taste:

lemme1amecnomromnaecamt1

soOoONY.

TELEVISION

UNDERGROUND

SOUND

212—1275

2125 CENTRAL AVE.

MEMPHIS, TN 38104

russo   
‘ceptive.

ful drummer, Keith Padgett, let‘s you

know about Rhythm and Blue Wave.

Elmo is wearing dark glasses and a
black hat with a white band above the
brim. He is a male Mama Cass, belt—

ing out the blues to such an empathy
level, you say "ah!" after each num—
ber. Yes. Yes. Yes. In this glassed in

structure with real wood tables,
there is ecstasy and fun. Youth
doesn‘t have time for unhappiness

tonight. No one is watching the wide
screen television. The sound is off.
Red Foxx arrives in a red pickup
truck and plays a tuba. Later, on an
interview show, Alan Dershothz,
the legal expert from Harvard, is the
only sad face present.

A beautiful nymphet wearing a
Hard Hat Area tee shirt over her
bouncing mounds boogies to the rest—
room while the band cooks.
sings a Willie Dixon tune, ‘Seventh
Son," made famous by Mose Allison
in another Republican era. People
who heard Mose sing without seeing
him thought he was black. The same
compliment, in the world of rhythm
and blues, could be paid to Elmo and
the In Shades.

I can heal the sick and cure the
blind

And make the little girls
go out of their minds

I‘m the one v
I‘m the one
Yes, I‘m the one
The one they call the seventh son

Now the energy level is so high the

blue wave has shifted to an invisible
ultra—violet, flowing through Elmo
and the audience. His power and
flexibility of voice almost obscure the
other musicians, but not to the per—

Their sound is as unified
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Elmo —

as...as...yes musical snobs...as The
Beau Arts Trio or, more in their own
genre, Booker T. and the MG‘s. I
mean, brothers and sisters, this

group is together. Let‘s look and
listen, from leftto right, asthey say in
newspaper photos.

On bass guitar, Russell "Rascal"
Johnson tonight in tuxedo pants,
white shirt and bow tie. There is a
distinctly Southern patina to his face
although it could have appeared as a
court string player in Vienna some
centuries ago. If you listen care—
fully, you can hear him dovetail the
bass licks into the total fabric of the
music, but he is not showboating so
you really hear layers of sound in one
cohesive pattern like threads in a
musical tapestry.

On drums, Mr. Keith Padgett. The
cymbals are fluttering like bronze
butterflies as he and the Rascal keep
the beat. Keith‘s face has a touch of
the Mephistophelian. And he plays
the drums like a devil, but again, like
Rascal, not upstaging anyone, a rip—
pling wind over the tapestry.

Head Mojo, singer, harmonica and
rhythm guitar — Elmo Lee Thomas,
blues shouter (in the tradition of
Jimmy Rushing), Mister Elmo, the
Pavarotti of R&B.

Lead guitar, Steve Johnston, his
black hair and white face an echo of
the drummer‘s mien. He plays with
polish and finesse, rarely using the
feedback noise zonk. You can hear
each note as in the perfectly ampli—
fied sound you can hear each word.
Steve has only been playing with the
group for three weeks, and it is a
measure of his musicianship and the
diligent and rigorous rehearsals of
the band that his playing is right
there.

The rest of the set and the follow—
ing one include tunes that read like a
history of rhythm and blues. James
Brown‘s electrlc feet appear in
Elmo‘s voice in "Papa‘s Got a Brand

New Bag," and "I‘ll Go Crazy." "She
Tuff" by the Fabulous Thunderbirds
is played with that uniqueregard of
Memphis musicians for what the
French call nostalgia de la boue,
nostalgia for the mud, earthy, funky
in the best sense. (The most presti—
gious gig the group had was playing
as warm up for the Fabulous
Thunderbirds, an ironic, mixed com—
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Elmo and the In Shades... the ephemeral joys of live music

pliment many local individual and —

group artists would appreciate.)

"Boom Boom," John Lee Hooker,
—and "Ubangi Stomp," Warren Smith,
rock the joint out. q' e most regional
homage is to Muddy Waters‘ "Mojo
Workin‘." Classic Stax sound arrives
with "Wrap It Up," and "Soothe Me"
by Sam and Dave. Tunes by Wilson
Pickett, The Cobras, and Tom Waits
further complete the pantheon of
R&B gods.

"Memphis Train," a la Mr. Buddy
Miles, holds a special place in the In
Shades repertory because it‘s a
shadow of a former name of the band
"Ramblin‘ Train," who mastered pro—
gressive country and western when
the whiskey—honey voice of Russell
Street performed the vocals. "Hoy —
Hoy Hoy" rounds out a set and the
band leaves the stage for a break.

If you‘d heard the group before you
know you‘ll be treated eventually to
an Elmo original like "Want You
Blues" or the mordant, bopping
"Visit With Me."

Elmo, sans shades, smiles and joins
a table of friends while the drum—
mer‘s wife sits on the arm of her
husbands chair, a gamin figure in an
elegant twenties hair style. Rascal
Johnson‘sits at his brother‘s table and
smiles at the warm reception from

 

feeling, the white man‘s affection for
his black musical forebearers. ?

But then there were ‘probably
great jug band groups on the streets
of Memphis years ago who got less
recognition. One thinks of the genius
of Mose Vinson, the pianist, who
holds decades of blues in his grasp,
whose improvisations give one a pre—
cursor and history of rock and roll,
some tune he throws out like an after—
thought becoming a rock and roll
"hit." And then it all comes into per—
spective, feeling, vitality, so exis—
tential that commercial success
might be like putting a see—through
plastic cover over the cake. «One
thinks of the unique Sid Selvidge and
his authentic Mississippi voice
paying homage to John Hurt, being
without recognition on a larger scale.
But, then, you can hear these people
live in Memphis. You can watch
them like you watch the monarch
butterflies who come through —
Memphis every fall before they fly to
Mexico and make trees of butter—
flies. The ephemeral joys of live
music. Compare that to solitude and
that vinyl reproduction in your lonely
living room.

the crowd. Again, if one did now
know what city or what country one
was in, photographs of the bass
player and the drummer could be
from a European musical revue, such
is the diversity of the group.

The reviewer sits, sips, and reflects
on Elmo and The In Shades and on
Memphis music in general. Not only
are many fine Memphis musicians

EHQIIOIQIQIOUOIOIOIOIIQHONOIIQHQHQUOE
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not recognized nationally, most are 3196 Winchester

not even given much homage locally, 795—2519

the old "prophet not being Typewriter specialists and

appreciated in his own country" syn—

drome. Elmo and the boys play as

well as Creedence Clearwater
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DELIVERY AND CREWAVAILABLE
MONDAY — FRIDAY 10—5

  

STAGE

LIGHTING

SOUTH

Theatre ~
Concert
Video

    

COLOR MEDIA — LAMPS —— SPOTLIGHTS — DIMMING SYSTEMS — STAGE MAKE—UP
SPECIAL EFFECTS — PAR CANS, LIFTS, TRUSSES$

Supplies and i for ity and theatre, video production,
touring companies as well as school plays and church programs       

  

SALES — RENTAL — SERVICE

. Sat 1—4 P.M. 170 Neil St.— 323—4444
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The lifesavers. *

The Coast Guard.

Help Others—Help

Yourself, as a member of

the United States Coast

Guard. A unique oppor—

tunity exists for young

men and women to serve

in a variety of assign—

ments as far ranging as

the Coast Guard itself.

You may not know

much about the Coast

Guard now. Few people

do, unless they live near

the water. For water—be

it the sea or inland

waterways—is the Coast

Guardsman‘s naturai

habitat. Few water

related activities escape

the interest of the Coast

Guard. In short, the

service is the world‘s fore—

most maritime search and

rescue and law enforce—

ment agency. :

Coast Guard Recruiting

3035 Directors Row

Suite 301

Memphis, TN 38131

Call Collect (901) 521—3944

 

 

Tony Pilcher:

 

by Jan Walker

"I will sing you a new song, O God,
with a ten—stringed harp. For you

grant victory to Kings!" Psalms 144:9

Tony Pilcher‘s guitar has only six

strings, but like the psalmist David,
he was blessed with remarkable
musical ability. Cultivating this skill
for many years, Tony was the
featured guitarist in well—known

rock groups in Memphis. Then the
Lord gave Tony a new song.

Back in 1972, Tony turned his
talent over to Him through what is
now known as the DeGarmo & Key
Band. These dedicated young men
pioneered in progressive Christian
music.. Augmenting the ministry,
Tony also studied at Mid—South Bible

College.

On the Lighter Side of Rock

 

Now, Tony calls it as he sees it:
"God has put in my heart for a long
time the feeling that churches in the
traditional sense are slowto see that

high school and college students need
positive stimulation."

Along with Youth for Christ, Tony
shares a vision for music and
ministry. "We don‘t force Christi—
anity down their throats. We want to
get them in concert halls, and by
groundwork laid with prayer, we
give them Truth. We give them
quality in good music."

That‘s what I heard in several cuts
from Tony‘s just released solo album,

Livin‘ For The Light on Voice Box

Records. I heard it again when Tony
opened for the Rez Band in a late—
November concert at the Orpheum,
joined by Charlee Howington on
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drums and Russell Prichard on bass.
Ruthie Thompsonof Beauty and the
Beats also sat in on keyboards. Tony‘s

seven innovative rock numbers
upstaged the Rez Band‘s long—drawn
head—banging repertoire. Tony‘s
band also delivered a clear state—
ment of praise and joy in Christ‘s

. salvation, at a loud (not offensive)

volume, whereas the chemical smoke
and amplitude of the headline act

somewhat clouded their message.

Strings and Things‘ video
production department recently
interviewed Tony and featured him
in clips for their promotional
concepts. Some coverage was taped
at the Orpheum concert and some at
the Highland Crossover, a Memphis
club where national and local
Christian artists perform. The video
sessions emphasize a common goal

of Christians in the arts, as stated by
Tony: "Let the Spirit of God come and

minister with the means we have

available."

Tony Pilcher is a talented
musician/songwriter who believes
that Christians can do more, not less.

That‘s why he collaborated recently
with Joe Hardy and John Hampton at
Ardent on a five—song project called
"Tony Vision." This high—tech
production utilizes the much—touted
Fairlight computer and sound

generations from Juno, Roland and
Moog synthesizers.

This is not "praise music," but

deals with other facets of life, a
Christian‘s relationship with the
world. Some call it secular. But Tony
doesn‘t like that word. Referring to
passages in Franky Schaeffer‘s

Addicted To Mediocrity, a book on
20th century Christians and the Arts,
Tony reflects on howthe Holy Spirit‘s
entry into an artist‘s life really opens

up creativity: "Creative people often

seek mystical powers to help them
artistically. They canturn to a dark
or light side of spirituality. . ."

But wait — if spirituality can be

compartmentalized, we know plenty
about music born on the dark side.
We see it on MTV and hearit on rock
stations. But what do we compre—
hend? And what can we say about
music of the Light? Don Ashton of
the Crosspower Band calls it

"morally acceptable."

Whether based on spnitualltv or
"secularism" Tony Pilcher‘s music is
lifted up to the Lord.

.."Hopefully, after they‘ve trled
everything else, they‘ll realize that
Jesus Christ is the way."

 

WEVL Hosts Boogie—Woogie Bar—B—Que

On the 13th of this month, WEVL
Radio will sponsor a benefit
barbeque dinner at the P&H Cafe,
1532 Madison, with proceeds going
toward the community station‘s high
power construction costs.

Featured at the event will be two
talented local musicians who are also
prominent musicologists. Dick
Raichelson, noted authority on jazz,
blues, and ragtime, will play the
piano. And David Evans, blues
historian and Director of Memphis

State University‘s High Water
Recording Co., will furnish guitar
accompaniment. WEVL broad— —
caster Terry Dorsey will play classic
jazz from his record library. .

Several Memphis barbeque
specialists will cook the pork
shoulder donated by John Morrell &
Co. Dinner will be served from 6 pm
until 10 pm. Admission is $4. Tickets
will be available at the door. For
more information call Judy Dorsey at

— 886—7500.

GRAPHICS

452—STAR

WE PREPARE IT

FOR THE PRINTER

Call Us for All

Your Typesetting

and Graphic Arts

Needs.

No Job Too Large

or Too Small

Prices that are

Competitive and

Very Reasonable

*e Brochures

*e Menus

*e Newsletters

e Letterheads

* Publications

* Resumes

* Advertisements

* Business Cards

* Flyers

* Promo Packs

* Album Covers
 

TYPESETTING * LAYOUT e DESIGN
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Bruce Springsteen

A Musical Christmas Present

#* =

741 N. White Station at Summer

761—0414

FREE

GUITAR STRINGS

Buy One — Get OneFree

With ThisAd. No Limit

Expires Jan. 31, 1985

Happy New Year!

 

 

by Luann Barnett

A man once told me that Bruce
Springsteen was all hype. That the
media had latched onto him and his
music and dubbed it "the shape of
rock and roll for the future." That he
is overrated is true in some people‘s
eyes. "What is all the fuss about?"
they ask. "Can he really be as great as
everyone says?" —Apparently the
people who are asking these
questions have never seen Spring—
steen in concert. And boy, are they
the unlucky ones.
His performance can only be

described as a celebration of life! And
his two sold—out shows at the Mid—
South Coliseum last month were
hardly an exception. Hardly the rule,
either. Springsteen and the E Street .
Band gave and gave until the
audience was as tired as they were

. and everybody was ready to rock
some more.

The gritty, drum—laden tribute to
Vietnam vets, "Born in the USA,"
opened both performances. At once
patriotic and despairing, the anthem
draws a fine line between love of
country and the hopelessness of war.

"Prove It All Night" is a metaphor
for Springsteen performances but by
the end of that second song Thursday
night he didn‘t have to justify
anything——we were all believers in
that strange faith called rock and

~ roll.

Springteen‘s ability to keep an
audience in open—mouthed awe was
never more evident than during the
Nebraska sets in the first half of both
shows. Stark, simple, lyrical, songs

like "Atlantic City," "Reason to
Believe," "Mansion on the Hill," and
a short "Johnny 99," featured Bruce,
his harmonica, and Nils Lofgren on
acoustic guitar.

There is a little boy still inside
Springsteen and he‘s still going
through an elongatedrite of passage.
It‘s a funny story about his love of
music and, of course, girls, that leads
up to "Glory Days," a rollicking
reminiscence of days gone by.

"Promised Land,". "Badlands."
"Out~—in —the Streets," "Thunder
Road," and "Trapped" were among
other Springsteen favorites just for
the warm up,. he said, wait for the
second set. And don‘t forget the
Memphis food bank, he reminded. He
donated $10,000 himself.

Second set. Wonderful versions of
"Cover Me" and "Dancin‘ in the
Dark." the latter complete with a
dance partner pulled from the front
row to share the spotlight.
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Two Join Memphis Star

Sales Staff

Anna Cham and David Trentlage
have joined Brad Bolton and the rest

of the Memphis Star sales staff as
Account Executives. Cham, who is
also doing some writing in addition to
her sales duties, says "I believed in

 
Springsteen continued.

"What camaraderie filled the house
when everybody sang along to
"Hungry Heart," from the beloved
River album. "You‘re gettin‘ it,
Memphis!" he cheered us on.

Besides music and girls,
Springsteen‘s next love seems to be
cars, and what better a means of
transportation than a "Pink
Cadillac" or a visit to the "Cadillac
Ranch.": _

Friday night‘s audience got some
extra special ‘treats. "Because the
Night," a song also made famous by
Patti Smith, was an unexpected gem.

Bruce told a story about the
problems of life, how he sought to
solve them and how he met the big
man, Clarence Clemons. They
ventured into the forest (made up of
an unknown person in tree constume)
to find what the future had in store
for them. And what‘s a forest with—
out, you guessed it, a bear. Well,
what the future and the bear, a
friendly one, held for Bruce and
Clarence were the guitar and the
saxophone, respectively.. A story

within a story in a song called
~"Growin‘ Up."

Nils Lofgren is a great addition to
the E Street Band — he fit in so
perfectly it was if he‘d always been
there. But Friday night‘s encore had
an extra stage presence — "Little"
Steven van Zandt. joining in on "Two

,. Hearts" and "Drift Away" and more.

The rest of the encore was just one
big party, house lights up. every—
body dancing and singing as the band
poured out their hearts and souls and
guts into "Devil with the Blue Dress,"
"Born to Run." and "Twist. and
Shout." i

Red and white Christmas caps atop
their heads, Springsteen and the
incredibly tight E Street Band
launched into the most rockin‘ "Santa
Claus is Comin‘ to Town" ever heard
with Clarence providing appropriate

"Ho!Ho!Hos!" The memory of those
nights sure was a great Christmas
present.

‘you pitch."

 

—the Memphis music seene enough to
leave my hometown of Little Rock

only knowing a handful of people
here," she says. "I was convinced by
the enthusiasm of the writing in the
Memphis Star and the homegrown
talent I heard on Rock 103. . I felt I
could put my passion for music and
my enthusiasm to good use in
writing. It‘s easy to convince others
to invest if you really believe in what

Anna‘s diversified background
includes advertising sales for a

tourist guide, artist promotion, and
booking models for a Little Rock

talent agency. She has also coached
gymnastics, directed pageants for

the Universal Pageant System and
took four years of computer science at
the University of Arkansas at Little

Rock, where she was also chosen for
the Chancellor‘s Leadership Class.

David A. Trentlage has also been
hired as Account Executive for The
Memphis Star. Trentlage has
worked as Sales Manager of Pilant‘s

Pianos/Organs/Sheet Music in
Memphis. Prior to that, he fronted a

rock group, Poor Richard which
played the Big Daddy Night Club
chain throughout southern an
western states. His background also

includes vocalizing on many well
known radio and TV commercials

such as the Oscar Mayer Wiener
Song and the McDonald‘s is Your
Kind of Place campaigns. — He is on

the Board of. Directors of the
Memphis Music Association and is an
active member of Nashville‘s .
Songwriter‘s Association.

"Everbody talks about the rich
musi¢ heritage and the vast music
potential of Memphis, but only MMA

and The Memphis Star are involved
in a full—time grass—roots effort to
resurrect <the Memphis music

industry," says Trentlage. "I‘d like to
see Memphis become ‘Lodestone City‘
for musicmakers of every
description. And I believe my new
affiliation with The Memphis Star‘
will allow me to play a very active

role in making that happen."

SUPPORT

MEMPHIS MUSIC

 

 

 

SUNRISE PRODUCTIONS

8 TRACK

RECORDING

Hourly Rates Start

As Low As $15.00 —

Per Hour

CASSETTE

DUPLICATION

3108 Comet Cove, Memphis, f

901—363—5410
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by Deborah Camp

STAYIN‘ ALIVE IN ‘85 . .. So we
survived another year, and I see
you‘re still with us too. Great. Have
you made up (thought about, broken,
etc.) your New Year‘s Resolutions
yet? We have (sort of) and they go like
this: Resolve to shake up and wake up
Memphians to the sound of a
potential music industry. Resolve to
make The Memphis Star bigger,
better, more viable, more visable.
Resolve to make our publication
more meaningful to you, our readers.
(In this area we need your help; letus
knowwhat and who you would like to
read about. Remember, I‘ve told you
before, we are not mindreaders.)
And finally, whenever possible, we
resolve to support and cheer on those
people in the music world who are
doing something socially positive. _

FOR EXAMPLE . . kudos to Rock
103 and the late night jocks. Though
I haven‘t heard this particular cut
during the day, I was pleasantly
surprised to catch Bruce Cockburn‘s

{g} é

ON TOUR WITH
WASHBURN

Available At

Sfp
MUSIC CO.

3155 Poplar ® Memphis, TN. 38111
(Across From East High)

223—2203

 

 

"If I Had A Rocket Launcher"late
the other evening. From Cockburn‘s
Stealing Fire LP, the song is a
lyrically powerful tribute to the anti—
war movement. The album is more
or less immerses itself in these
sentiments with hard—hitting songs
focusing upon conflicts in Central
America. (Thank you, Rick Clark for
introducing me to this Canadian
super—rocker—Cockburn has quickly
become one of my all time favorites!)
SPEAKING OF GOOD RADIO

The New AM station, WXSS isnow
featuring "Big Al" Todd each
Saturday afternoon from 3—5 pm with
his rock ‘n‘ roll revival show. Also,
every day from noon ‘til 1pm you can
catch the ‘Solid Gold Lunch Hour.‘
And, you can hear the voice of Roy
Mack daily, Monday through Friday,
from 6 ‘til 10. .. A deserving nod goes
also to KIX 106 and their emergency
wrecker service. These folks have
been out there on our expressways —
offering assistance to stranded and
broken down commuters. Good
work, friends.
ONE GOOD TURN DESERVES

ANOTHER. .. Tom Hackenberger‘s
2nd Annual Christmas party concert
for Muscular Dystrophy drew a sell—
out crowd of over 300 people to the
Daily Planet last month. Local
merchants donated gifts for door
prizes, and a numberof Memphis
artists showed up onstage. Don
McMinn, G.T.O., Dan Hope, Phil
McGee, Teresa Pate, and the
Allentown Tabernacle Choir were
among those who performed. And
Hackenberger appeared as the
cosmic Santa complete with silvery
beard, top hat and tux. Over $1000
was raised, and next year‘s goal, vows
Hackenberger, is $5000 Tom, by the
way, has just finished a newsingle at
Shoe.. "Don‘t Tell" is a rock ‘n‘ roll
A track, the B side is a country

flavored tune, "Old Acquaintences."

REGGAE ROCKERS. . . get
ready!‘! Kaya and the Weldors will
appear the 25th and 26th of this
month at the Old Daisy on Beale.
Listen to "Rockers, Dub and Reggae
Stylee" on FM 92, 9pm ‘til midnight

each Sunday for more info.

STUDIO NEWS . . Sounds Unreel.
recently installed its new PPG Music
Computer System. a sophisticated

 

state—of—the—art musical instrument
that will do almost anything. The
new Soundcraft Console was also
installed. Don Smith put the
finishing touches on Klockwize‘s new,
single to be released this month, and _
Jack Holder is co—producing The
Crime‘s debut EP.

AND MORE studio work is going
on at Cotton Row. Tasti, a C&W
group from Nebraska, flew in last
month to cut a single. The Kansas
City Royals baseball team had four
promotional jingles cut at Cotton
Row. Medieval Steel finished a new
demo project which they will use to
negotiate a deal with a N.Y. label.
Alethia is also shopping tapes in N.Y
and L.A. and report that they are
close to a favorable record deal.
Producer/engineer Danny Jones is
working in the studio with a new
band called Captured. The rock —
group Voyer is also cutting some
tracks at Cotton Row. Melvin
Robinson is working on a fusion
project which will feature several
prominent Memphis artists. The
record will be released on the Lomo
label. Another Lomo artist, Gerard
Harris, is currently working on some
tracks with Howard Robertson and
another project with Herman Jones.
Carl Marsh and Nikos Lyras are
starting an R&B project with Willie
Covington.

RECENTLY COMPLETED at
IMS is an album called The Best of
Three Angels featuring several
artists who record on the
Three Angels label. Scheduled for
release this month, the album
includes songs by Robert Clayborne,
Calvin and Deborah Barnes, Wanda
Lott, Debra Manning Ingram, and
others.

Currently recording in Nashville is
a group of Memphians called The
Ramblers. The four man band is
comprised of Memphis State
students who have heen together
since 1981. The group performs
mostly country and gospel and will
appear with Waylon Jennings the
12th of this month at the Cohseumin
Jackson, Tenn.

Memphian Jimi Jamison of rock
group Survivor was in Germany last
month where they taped a T.V.
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Star Tracks continued.

special. The group will release a new

video this month on their album cut
"High on You.". . . Ruby Wilson

appeared on CBS News last month.
She also has a part in the upcoming
film "Marie.". . . DeGarmo and Key
recently completed a successful tour
following the release of their sixth

LP. . . DeGarmo and Key recently
completed a successful tour following
the release of their sixth LP
Communication. —Last month

Billboard Magazine showed
DeGarmo and Key at No. 7 on the

Gospel charts. Their next tour is
scheduled to kick—off January 24.

NEEDS MATERIAL . .Combus—
tion Publishing/BMI is looking for

material. New Gospel is preferred
along with country but all types will
be ~reviewed says owner Bruce
Barham. Write P.O. Box 12542,

Memphis, TN, 38182—0542 for more
info. ¢

RUN M.O.P. RUN . .Music of
Progress (M.O.P.) sponsored a 5 K
run with proceeds going to the
United Negro College Fund. The
winner was Jimmie A. Paul, Jr. who
ran the race in 17:48. An awards
ceremony in— Handy Park presented
Carla Thomas with M.O.P.‘s Positive
Image Award. Later Ruby Wilson

received the Badge of Courgae
Award at W.C. Handy‘s.

BACK AFTER 15 YEARS is the

Mad Lads, a group that was at one
time was one of the most prolific and
well known groups in this part of the
country. Recently the Mad Lads have

appeared in several cities including
Baltimore, Washington, D.C.,

Philadelphia, and others. They are
currently working on a single at the
Daily Planet Recording Studio which

will be released on the Gospel
Express label.

Last month we. reported that
Kansas Vocational Technical Center
is teaching classes in Sound
Production. We also told you that
Luther Thompson, Jr. teaches some
of those classes. But what we failed to
report‘ is that the Center has just
completed recording projects on

Samual Gilleylen, Rick O‘Neal,
Gerald Johnson and Anne Cowley.

The project was engineered by
Thompson and produced by Errol
Thomas. Night classes at Kansas
Vocation begins the 22nd of this
month.

THE NEW, IMPROVED Film,
Tape and Music Commission

recently received $15 thousand from
the city and another $15 thousand
from the county. Its new Executive —
Director is Martha Elien Maxwell.

The Commission Chairman is David
Porter and Vice—Chairman is Harold

Streibich. —The Commission will
work to promote Memphis as a site
for film projects and recording

activities. Let‘s hope this group will
get the ball rolling and pull in some
major projects for Memphis!

THE MEMPHIS STAR applauds
the efforts of the many industry
professionals who have recently
contributed to the food drives for

famine victims in Africa. Likewise
we supportthose have spoke out (and
sang out) against apartheid in South
Africa. We would like to remind you

that there is, and has been for quite a
while, a South Africa Task Force

operating out the Mid—South Peace
and Justice Center at 499 Patterson.
We urge your participation, not
because it has suddenly become
fashionable to get arrested outside
embassies, but because these issues
have been around a long, long time.
As long even as there has been famine
producing droughts in Africa. Is is
heartening to knowthat thousands of
musicians worldwide have joined
together to bring down apartheid
while many others are performing
benefits for Ethiopia. Today we are
learning that music is even more
important than we thought. —As
translators of our society‘s culture
and attitudes we should rejoice at the
world‘s open—wallet reception of the
single "Do‘ They Know It‘s
Christmas" by Band Aid. Music can
and does influence. Let‘s make it
work! f
 

 

Letters cont. from Page 3.

Julian Lennon‘s album.

Asfor Lori, my recent survey ofIvy

League librarians reveals that all
agree Julian‘s pretty lyrics are
immature and his stance is that ofan
industry puppet.

Also, a character, too cowardly to
sign his real name and address wrote
to whine about my criticism of

"Dateless Night" on Rockabilly
Psychosis. BAT Rocker, you‘re right,

that cut is not on the band‘s album.
However, both Tar Falco and Ross

Johnson agree with my remarks on the
production. They wanted it to be better
produced or not released.

BAT Rocker would like to write
us, and I‘d like to extend a personal
invitation, but experience tells me that
most people like BAT Rocker are too

lazy to do anything but gripe,
expecially when there‘s no money in it
for them. __

And you knowwhy? You don‘t care

 

It Pays

to

Advertise in

The

Memphis Star

enough.

1 would also like to add that my
reviews of tape collections such as
Nashville‘s Local Heroes, and albums
by Pat McLaughlin, Butthole Surfers,
Long Ryders, Dave Olney, and
others are hardly focused on "Top40"
material. f

Tell me who Pat McLaughlin is,
FART rocker. Are you one of those
guys who secretly feels hostile toward
women, or what? "Even my mother
agrees!" :

Lisa McGaughran

The Memphis Star will not print your
letters to the editor unless you sign your
name, leave your address, and include a
telephone number.

_ MEMPHISsounp

PRODUCTIONS

"The Writer‘s Studio"

NowWe‘ve Added

LINN DRUM

DIGITAL DRUMS

Also Featuring:

POLY 61, PEARL, NEUMAN, AKG,
JBL, DBX, APHEX, YAMAHA
URSA MAJOR, TASCAM, URE!
SOUNDCRAFT, MCINTOSH

STUDER/REVOX

For Mure info Call

THE SOUND COMPANY

901—363—3856° —

Member of Memphis Music Association, Inc
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Songwriters

Take Note!

by Jack Abell

If They Ask You, You Can Write A
Song is,— according to Marvin
Hamlisch, "the definitive book on
songwriting." Written by Oscar—
winning songwriters Al Kasha and
Joel Hirshhorn, it is available in
paperback for $8.95 (Cornerstone
Library —‘ Simon & Schuster, New
York, 1979), and if you are serious
about writing songs, it could be
best $8.95 you will ever spend.

The begin with, the authors know
what they are talking about. Winners
of two Academy Awards, their songs

have sold over 72 million records,
encompassing all musical styles,
from Broadway to Music Row. Their
352—page book is a veritable compen—
dium of wisdom about the realities of
the music business from the writer‘s
point of view.. In it you will find
suggestions, tipsand advice that you
can only learn from the trial and
error school of hard knocks. For
example, in the chapter on record
‘production, there is a paragraph
entitled "A & R = Anxiety and
Rejection," which says "There‘s no
point in getting defensive and hurt if
negative criticism is offered. It
would be nice if comments were
accompanied by a little tact, but you
can‘t depend on it...Assimilate it all,
analyze it, and try to see if there are
any useful points embedded in the
attacks. You‘ll discard the rest when
you see someone else and find that

19
he has exactly the opposite opinion!

The text is organized in 27
chapters with an Epilogue, Glossary
of Musical Terms and 60 pages of
Important Industry Contacts. Each
chapter is concluded with a list of
main ideas called "Things to
Remember." Just reading those lists
would be worth the price of the book;
for example, in the chapter on
"Writing For Albums," the lists
include such gems as: 1) Don‘t limit
yourself to the singles market. Write
for albums, where you can stretch out —
creatively, and 2) Don‘t only go after
the "now" artist. People like Frank
Sinatra, Vicki Carr and Ray Conniff
can make your copyright a standard.

If you still have any doubts about

the value of this book, here are some
other chapter titles: What Comes

First, the Words or the Music?,
Choosing the Right Publisher,
Presenting and Selling Your Songs,
to name a few.

Since the book is 6 years old, some

of the factual information regarding

names, addresses, and numbers is out
of date. Although that is not the
important part of the book, here are a
few updates: the Union scale for
musicians listed in chapter 22 is now
approximately 50% higher, the
correct copyright form to ask for is
form PA, no longer form E as stated
in chapter 24, and mechanical
royalties are up to 4.5 cents now. By
the way, if you want to know howto
obtain the copyright forms (PA for
the song itself and SR for the
recorded version of it), here are two
ways: Call the Federal Information
Center at 521—3285 and they will send
you up to 3 forms relatively quickly
or call the Copyright Hotline (you
have to pay for this call yourself) at
(202) 287—9100 and they will send you
as many forms as you want relatively
slowly. The forms themselves are
free.

 
" The definitive book on sompwriting"

seve nyumstuisen

  ver
to knowabout
writing—and selling=a song

Al Kasha & Joel Hirschhorn

  

   

If They Ask You, You Can Write A
Song may or may not be available in
local book stores, but they will order
it for you. I found a copy at Bookland
on Poplar Avenue. If you want to
order directly from the publisher.
their address is Simon & Schuster
Building, Rockerfeller Center., 1230

Avenue of the Americas, New York.
NY 10020.

 

   
Opera News

Opera Memphis‘ new General
and Artistic Director Robert Driver
has announced casting for the
company‘s two 1985 productions:

Lucia Di Lammermoor on February
21 and 23 and Madam Butterfly on

March 21 and 23. Both operas will be
staged at the Orpheum for the first
time this season.

Previously announced casting
includes soprano Cecily Nall in the

title role of Lucia with tenor John
Fowler as Edgardo and soprano
Andriana Vanelli as Cio Cio San in
Butterfly along with tenor Franco
Farina as Pinkerton.

Newly announced casting for
Donizetti‘s Lucia Di Lammermoor
included baritone John Brandstetter

as Enrico. Tenor Robert Hyde has
been announced as Normanno with
mezzo—soprano Gladys Scott—Lewis
as Alisa. Tenor Stanley Workman

is cast as Arturo Bucklaw, and bass—
baritone Kenneth Carter as
Raimondo Baidebent. The conductor
will be Paul Nadler, and director
is —Michael McConnell, who also
directed last season‘s Opera
Memphis production of H.M.S.
Pinafore.

Casting updates on Madam

Butterfly nowincludes baritone Mare:

Embree as Sharpless and Memphian
Kenneth Carter, who sings dual roles
of Prince Y¥amadori and The Bronze.
Mezzo—soprano Brenda Wood will

debut with Opera Memphis in the
role of Kate Pinkerton. The

conductor is Peyton Hibbett and the
director is Linda Brovsky.

Leontyne Price

Returns to Memphis

(Opera Memphis is pleased to

announce that Leontyne Price, one of
opera‘s greatest superstars, will

return to Memphis .on Friday;
January 18, 1985, to present a recital
as part of Opera Memphis‘ 29th
Season.. Last seen in Memphis in
1979, Miss Price is recognized for her
musicianship in such operas as A ida,

Don Giovanni, Tosca, Il Travratore,

cont. on next page..
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Finer Side cont. from previous
page.

Madama Butterfly, Manon Lescaut
and many others. She premiered the
role of Cleopatra in Samuel Barber‘s

Anthony —and Cleopatra at the
opening night of the new

Metropolitan Opera House at Lincoln
Center.

Miss Price‘s return to Memphis
will be one filled with memories, as
she was born in Laurel, Mississippi,
not far from the River City. She
played the piano at the ageof five and
later sang in the Junior Church

Choir.. Her goal was to become a
music teacher. From modest
beginnings to a world career!

Leontyne Price made her Metro—
politan debut as Leonora in I/
Travatore to a 42—minute ovation.
This is the most prolonged demon—
stration of enthusiasm over a singer

ever witnessed at the Met. It justi—
fied the comment by the director of
Julliard‘s opera department, "We
have the voice of a century!" Miss

Price has consistently been named in
nationwide polls by editors and
critics as Musician of the Year.

Miss Price appeared in Virgil
Thomsons Four Saints In Three Acts
and in Gershwin‘s Porgy and Bess:
made her Town Hall debut and sang
in concert with the Philadelphia Or—
chestra, Boston Symphony, and New
York Philharmonic. An unprece—
dented _grand: opera debut —on
National Television in the title role of
Tosca with the NBC Opera Company
was followed by an ANTA tour of
India, a tour of Australla, and debuts
with the San Francisco Symphony
and Opera. Herbert von Karajan,
conductor of the Berlin Philhar—
monic, invited her to the Vienna
State Opera in the title role of Aida.
Triumphant engagements in
starring roles followed at Salzburg,
La Scala, Covent Garden, Verona,
the: Chicago Lyric, Paris Opera.
Teatro Colon and the Metropolltan
Opera which presented Miss Price in
seven different roles during her first
year with the company.

The Leontyne Price recital will be
offered as part of the regular 1984— _
1985 Opera Memphis subscrlpuon
series, which will also consist of two
operas — Lucia )i Lammermoor on

~ February 21 and 23, 1985. and
Madama Butterfly on March 21 and
23, 1985. Miss Price‘s appearance is
co—sponsored by. First Tennessee
Bank.

 

NARAS Announces

Hall of Fame

Nominations for 1985

Thirty recordings released
between 1925 and 1957 make up this
year‘s list of nominations for the
Recording Academy (NARAS) Hall
of Fame. They break down into 11
pop vocal recordings, 11 by big
bands, 4 classical albums, 3 record—
ings by jazz groups, and one pop
instrumental. Included among them
are 4 recordings by country artists.

The nominations have been
selected by — the —Academy‘s~ 94—
member Hall of Fame Elections
Committee composed of leading
music historians, musicologists and
other especially well qualified to
judge recordings, released before
the 1958 advent of the Grammy
Awards, for their lasting,, quali—
tative and historical significance.

The oldest of the nominated
recordings is St. Louis Blues by
Bessie Smith accompanied by Louis
Armstrong, released in 1925, while
two others, Jimmie Rodgers‘ Blue
Yodel (T For Texas) and Al Jolson‘s
Sonny Boy, came out three years
later in 1928.

A second round of voting now
underway will determine this year‘s
five entries into the Hall of Fame.
The committee‘s results will be
revealed early in January.

In addition, conductor, composer,
pianist, narrator and lecturer
Leonard Bernstein has been selected |
by the National Trustees of NARAS —
to receive the organization‘s Life—
time Achievement Award, and
pioneer inventor Eldridge Johnson,
who also founded Victor Talking
Machine Company, has been honored
with the Academy‘s Trustees Award.

Bernstein‘s achievements include
over 300 recorded albums, 9 of which
have received and 48 of which have
been nominated for the Academy‘s
prestigious Grammy Awards, a
multitude of music compositions for
the theatre, ballet and films, and a
series of television lectures that have
attracted millions of younger
audiences to classical music.

Johnson, inventor of the first disc—
Ctaiking machine motor to operate at a
uniform speed, and of a major
improvement to Emile Berliner‘s
original flat dise, made his contribu—
tions before the turn of the century,
and has been credited with
"changing the talking machine from
a scientific toy to a commercial

article of great value" and "taking
recorded music out of the penny
arcade and into the family parlor."

Both of these awards will be
acknowledged during the Academy‘s
3—hour prime time television special,
"Grammy Awards Show," on
February 26 over the entire CBS
network.

[1&1WITHOURPROMOTIONAL SUPPLIES

 

 

ARTCENTER SUPPLY STORE1636 UNION AVE MEMPHIS. TN. 38104(901) 276—6321 274—0952    
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Ivory Palacespublishes string

and religious music; we produce
and distribute our own materials in
recorded and printed form, as well
as license other copyright users. If
you are interested in submitting .

material, call for anongmal
appomtment and prepare either

P sheet music or a cassette containing
up to 5 tunes gitis lyric sheets, along
with a stamped, self—addressed
envelope. (The recording doesn‘t
have to be fancy—vocal/guitar or
piano is fine as long as the vocal is
loud and clear.)

g g

(901) 323—3509

Ivory Palaces is an ASCAP
affiliate, in business since 1978. In
addition to working our own
Lopyrlghts we do custom sheet
music editing, hpesettmg and
consulting. We are not in the hype—

@ and—get—rich—quick business, but
believe in authentic development of
potential over the long haul.
Perhaps we can be of service.

Ivory Palaces Music
3141 Spottswood Avenue

Memphis, Tennessee 38111
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David Wills — The Dominoes Fall

by Bill E. Burk

A sense of anxiety began sweeping
over David Wills as the touring bus
neared the outskirts of Pulaski, Tenn.

On the drive down from Nashville,
Wills had moved easily back and
forth among the special guests on the
bus, talking freely of his emerging
career on RCA Records and of the re—
cent appearances he made in Rome,
where he represented country music
in an American song festival for the
music—loving Italianos.

Suddenly familiar sights began
coming into view.

"There‘s the hospital," Wills
pointed out. "We‘re real proud of
that. Pulaski is the hog capital of the
world. And I‘ve dated my share of

‘em, believe me." ((The latter an
attempt at humor to ease the
anxiety.)

For in a couple of hours, David
Wills was going to headline the
town‘s ‘annual celebration. Right
there on the town square. All the
folding chairs were already full.
Pulaski folks remembered.

— _For David Wills, this was home—
coming. This was. the eagerly—
awaited moment to show the
townsfolks that when he went off to
Nashville, oh, so many years ago, he
said he was going to make Q.omethmg
of himself. And now he was coming
home to show them.

Somewhere along the way, back in
the mid—70‘s, David Wills picked a
little ‘guitar in the band backing
Charlie Rich, then the hottest thing
in country music. And after a while,
the Silver Fox let David do a couple of
gig openers. He also toured with
Charley Pride.

And all along he was recording on
his own — "There‘s A Song On The
Jukebox" for Epic in 1974; then for
United Artists.

When UA went down the tubes,
Wills turned to songwriting.

"I got out of recording to find out
exactly what I wanted to do," he said.

He knew he wanted to do more
writing. He signed with the Pride .
Music Group and began co—writing
with Bill Shore and writer—producer
Blake Mevis. With Mevis, Wills
wrote George Strait‘s hit "If You‘re

Thinking You Want A Stranger

 

 

 

 

David Wills headlines Pulaski‘s Annual Celebration.

(There‘s One Coming Home)."

He spent his writing era to reflect
on where he had been, where he
wanted to go.

"When I first came to Nashville,
the songs were just given to me and
was told to go in and do then," Wills
recalls. "I‘m still trying to get over
what other people‘s ideas were of
what I should be.."

Because he enjoyed early success at
age 23, Wills says he thought every—
thing was a big party in my honor.
Now I knowit‘s definitely a business
and that if you don‘t treat it like one,
you‘re dead."

He had embraced what he calls
"contemporary country." His music
has some rock edges, and at times his
nasal sound comes across as another.

John Conlee.

"It‘s not pop by any means," he says
of the music he‘s now writing and
singing for RCA. "And it ain‘t hard
country. I like for a song to say some—
thing. I don‘t always try for a hook in
a song because that can become a real

: cliches Whenluomextomum [take
it very seriously.‘

While giving Pride credit for open—
ing his eyes to the music business,
Wills says of Mevis: "He‘s been one of
my«—guiding forces and I think he‘s
going to be the hottest producer in

this town." (Which is what we said in _
Momph/x Star last Spring!). :

With two RCA albums nowbehind
him and another on the way. Wills.
says, "The dominoes fell at the right _
time."
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Elvis Interviews Captured on Vinyl _
 

by Anthony Hicks

The Elvis Presley Interview
Record, released this month by RCA
and not commercially available,
offers a rare glimpse of the Memphis
legend through recorded interviews
between 1956 and 1960—61.

The1956 interviews show a young
Elvis, coming to grips with his popu—
larity and explaining things in a
pronounced way with southern
inflection, but very much down—to—
earth and humble. Four years later
the southern accent is gone, but he
still sounds unfazed by his immense
appeal to the youth of that time.

In 1956 Elvis was cause for alarm
for some. parents, and others

criticized him for what they
considered leading their offspring:
down too decadent a path, mainly
because of his "peppy" songs and the
swivel action of his hips while
performing.

"Those people got a job to do and

they do it," he said of critics in the
press, who were at the time having
difficulty categorizing Elvis. He was

~ They‘re

convinced his records had no
negative affect on the youths.

"Sir," he told a TV Guide

interviewer in 1956, "Those kids that
come here and pay their money to see
this show come to have a good time.

somebody‘s decent kids
raised in a decent home, probably. If
they want to pay their money and
come out and jump up and down and
scream, it‘s their business. They‘ll
grow up someday and growoutof it."

Elvis says he ‘doesn‘t recall who
dubbed him "The Pelvis," but as this
volume brings out, he considered it a
dubious title and only accepted it
because there was little he could do
about it.

"I don‘t like to be called Elvis the
Pelvis. It‘s one of the most childish
expressions I‘ve ever heard coming

from an adult.. But, if they want to
call me that, I just have to accept it.

"I was on a showin Memphis when
I first started doing that. It was my
very first appearance after I started

recording and1 was seared stiff. It
was my first appearance in front of
any audience. I was doing a fast type
tune and everybody was hollering
and I didn‘t know what they were
screaming about. Afterwards, my
manager told me they were hollering.

because I was wiggling my legs.. I
wasn‘t aware of it. I went back out for
an encore and I did it a little more.

The more I did it, the more they
screamed."

The 1960—61 ‘conversations showa
more mature Elvis. He seems more
at peace with himself.. His voice,
heavier but of a soft nature, reflected
a cautious man who appeared to
know that he was destined to make
history, but still not eager to rush life.
He had recently completed his Army
stint.

The interviewer asked Elvis if
since his discharge from service, his
image change occurred by accident
‘or design.

cont. on Page 16.
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FOSTEX 250 "Home stupor ... 995." SIMMONS 5058
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Elvis continued from previous

page.

"I‘ve tried to be the same all
through this thing.
learn a lot about people and you‘re
involved in a lot of different
situations, but I‘ve tried to be the
same. I mean, the way I was brought
up. I‘ve always considered other
people‘s feelings. In other words, I
didn‘t kick anybody on the way.

"I don‘t just sign the autographs
and the pictures and so forth to help
my popularity or to make them like
me. I do it because I know they‘re

sincere when they see me and they
want an autograph to take home.
They got an autograph book, their
little camera and everything, so you
have to know that."

Much has been written about Elvis‘
attempt to find privacy, and to get

away from the crowds. In 1960 he
said: "Regardless of what anyone

says, my private life is my own. Well,
it is to a certain extent. Everybody
must have a certain amount of
privacy, but once you get involved in
this business you have to consider

that these people are sincere.

"They don‘t know the kind of life
you lead, they don‘t know the kind of
person you are. And so I try to
remember that. It‘s simple, it‘s no

Naturally, you‘

 
 

problem. It‘s no big effort I put

forth."
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(eeu , his music, self—esteem, his mother. fam:
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The Elvis Presley Interview Record

Considerable mention has also
been made about the relationship of
Elvis and his mother Gladys, with
some speculators suggesting that
after her death, Elvis was never quite
the same. Here, not long after her
death. that closeness shows, he
appears to be somewhat ill at ease
talking about her.

"It‘s funny," he says, "She never
really wanted anything fancy. She
just stayed the same throughout the

— whole thing. There are a lot of things
that happened that I wish she could
have been around to see. It would
have made her very happy and very
proud. But that‘s life. I can‘t help it."
And what did he think of himself?

"Well, I can sum it up fairly easily. I
have a lot that I‘d like to do. a lot I‘d
like to accomplish in time, but I feel it
takes time to accomplish certain
things. You can‘t overstep your
bounds. I‘d like to improve in an
awful —lot of ways, you know. The
acting thing, and naturally I try to
give better songs, sing a little better,
things like that.
"What I look at myself as, not really

 

playing anything down. but as a
human being really, who‘s been
extremely fortunatein so many ways,
although I have had and still have
some very lonely...you know, there
are times when I really don‘t know
what I‘m going to do next."

He said he‘d known both sides of
life, "happiness and loneliness," and
tragedy, but believed "Things like
that. tragic as they are, tend to make
you a little better human being
because you learn more about your—
self. you get a better understanding
of yourself, as well as other people. It
can only help."

Elvis‘ generosity and his temper
are twofactors Elvis talked about in
three interviews. Money apparently
was not the driving force in his life. "I
like the business I‘m in.—I like to
entertain people.. The money or
financial end of it is notthe greatest
aspect ofit as far as I‘meoncéerned. It
can‘t be, because if it was it would
show and I wouldn‘t care about the
other people. I wouldn‘t care about a
performance I gave.
"Of course, I mean, it‘s great if you
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can get into a position to have things.

I look at myself strictly as a human
being who has been very lucky, with
blood running through my veins, that
can be snuffed out in just a matter of
seconds,. not as anything super—

natural or better than any other
human being." !

When the interviewer asked Elvis
if he liked himself, the King laughed, —
saying "Sometimes. What I mean by
liking myself is that I‘m proud of the
way I was brought up to believe, and

to have respect for people. When I‘m
pushed to a certain point I have a very

bad temper." Does it happen often?
"No, not often," he answered, "I could
probably count the times, but when I

have it‘s been pretty bad. It doesn‘t
happen very often. But, everybody
has a temper, then I don‘t like myself
very much later."

Apparently at the time of this

interview some of Elvis‘ friends had

drawn some criticism. When the
interviewer questioned him on this
subject, Elvis appeared somewhat
defensive, offering a short answer at
his philosophical best.

"It‘s important to try to surround
yourself with people who can give you
a little happiness, because you only
pass through this life one time, Jack,
you don‘t come back for an encore."

Much is revealed about the young
Elvis in this volume, through his

words and tone of his voice, but
nothing paints a better picture of the
man than the advice he would have
given to his child. (This was several
years before the. birth. of— his

daughter, Lisa Marie.)

"Not having a child, I don‘t know
exactly. But the biggest thing would
be consideration for other people‘s
feelings. Because in doing that you
keep from making yourself hardened

and hard, therefore, making
yourself, I think, a better human
being."

SUPPORT

MEMPHIS

MUSIC
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Instruments For

The

High — Tech Consumer

With the onslaught of all of the
incredible electronic devices that are

available on: today‘s market, (a
perplexing dilemma develops for the.
first—time consumer. More often than

not, a consumer suddenly realizes he
may not know what kind of product
he thought he was looking for in the
first place. When faced with the
numerous possibilities, the furious

advances in modern electronics, or,
even common technological termi—
nology, many consumers are simply

overwhelmed, not knowing what
they want or even where to find the
answers. In an effort to familiarize
the new electronic consumer with
some of the technical terms he is
likely to encounter on a normal
shopping trip, I have assembled, on a
primary level, just a few of them.

Synthesizer. Now that‘s a>
good place to start. A true

Synthesizer takes the form of

an electronic device having a 4 to 6
octave keyboard, with 1 to 8 oscil—
lators generating various waveforms
to create a multitude of sounds. Many

are programmable, allowing the user
to participate in the creative process.
A program is a particular arrange—
ment of the keyboard‘s functions,
stored into memory, ready to be
called up in a micro—second. These
sounds can range from a gentle
piccalo voice to the thunder of the
surf breaking

important concern is
whether a particular machine is

in the distance.‘

MIDI compatible. MIDI stands for
Musical Instrument Digital
Interface, a convenient, semi—

universal computer language.
designed to effectively link many
types of electronic devices together as
a functional system. Now that we
have MIDI, the term peripheral
comes into play: These accessory type
products can range from headphones
to patch cables to sequencers. This
product usually takes the form of a
computerized device that functions
as a recorder and controller for one or
more sythesizers, drum machines,
and whatever else the user may
dream up.

The only way for the prospective
high—tech consumer to alleviate these
very justifiable qualms is to change
his status from uninformed to
informed consumer. The only way to
do this is ask questions, take notes,
and just call around and see just what
is out there. There are many reput—
able dealers in the Memphis area
who are more than qualified to
answer all of your questions and who
would be more than happy to do so.
The sky is the limit!

This text was prepared by Jim

Medlin, assistant manager of THE
MUSITRON, 2918 Poplar, Memphis,

TN.

COTTON ROW RECORDING

1503 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104, 901—276—8518

24 TRACK
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. VOICES:

‘84 In Review:

—

Scandalous, Pumping Affirmation of

"The Home Team"

by Tony Jones

Why go to the moon when Memphis
is live? I travel about three books
worth of material around here a

month and I‘m still constantly
amazed. Often too much. Thank—
fully, God has seen me through

another year, and I can again
officiate the P*Funk Council &

Memphis Tribe Annual "Thank
You For Another Chance" Confab

and Party. At each year‘s end we

gather to dissect and toast the
proceding twelve months with
champagne and love. Because
America still eats its young, this
official list of 1984 honorees will be
saluted from the first magnum; it
being dedicated to Victory for the

One Nation. In positive and negative
ways, the people and things listed
below provided pure shots of
adrenalin as we fought mastication:

XAVION: Squirrel demanded an
article on this group late in the

summer of ‘82, saying they were the
only local group he‘d spend moneyon. —
They‘ve won the first bet — out of the
gate to take a serious shot. As for

their recent stumbles, tell Dexter to
quit the fairy tales, even Michael‘s

._ chin brushed steps on success‘ ladder.

CARLTON LEAKE & THE
—— The roaring spirit

evidenced on the Voices first album,
We Represent The Almight God, is
like bringing a glad choir home. If
Carlton‘s plan to take the gospel to

the commercial airwaves succeeds,
~ their name may add a new definition
to wonderful.

JOKE OF THE YEAR: Triple tie—

Mud Island, Cocaine, Brown
Burnett...mind blowers. You can fool
some of the people all of the time; and
all of the people some of the time; but

you‘ll pay for it in the end.

HALL OF FAME AWARD: Doc
_ Jones, former dise jockey for WHRK
FM 97...For proving that grace,
talent, style and honest fire can
transform anything into an art form.

J. KAREN THOMAS: Talk, baby,

talk! I‘d cuddle up with that voice

even if it came from a bearilla.

TV SHOW OF THE YEAR/TV 5:

Wrestling, of course. Weatherclown,

Modern Jam...

Banana—nose and New Dude preside
over the wildest, most ludicrous,
hilarious snake oil production I‘ve
ever seen.. Like the whore said, "I

didn‘t trick — nobody,. they trick
themselves."

MICHAEL BEARD: The drummer

for the Bar—Kays; definitely the beat—
master. Fire, funky and on the one.

ARDENT TELEPRODUCTIONS:

Anyone that can make ZZ Top

visually interesting deserves knight—
hood.

ELVIS IMITATORS:

personator;

Imitating a

eeeeeyyyyuuuucechhh!
~ Why don‘t we round them all up and
exile them to Dud Island?

JERRY LEE LEWIS: A most

intersting dinner guest. Wouldn‘t
you love to wake up one morning and
read—"Jerry Lee to Wed Ellzabeth
Taylor."
EFRIM ZIMBALIST PAYNE JR:
The guitarist for Spirit « With
Pizazz. His precise fretting in live
performance is often incredible, and
always exciting.

THE PRESS: On the strength of two
public appearances, this band has the
hottest non—recorded name on the
street. They‘re currently workingup
material with the Bar—Kays

«production team, the fruits of whlch
we‘ll know soon.

TAV FALCO AND THE PAN—
THER BURNS: Does avant—garde
mean holy trash is some obscure
language? The three time I tried to
listen to this band, it was truly more

‘horrible than being locked in a room
of drunk, funky dragons yowling the
blues.

JERRY WASHINGTON: The
southeast marketing director for
Warner Brothers Records Black and
Jazz music divisions, Jerry can
afford to be an insufferable ass, like
so many other local big shots. Thank—
tully rises above such crap. And
deeper than that, he‘s a home boy who

fought his way out.
%

JERRY ASKEW: What Jerry can do

with a bass, your feet will not believe.
Hot! He plavs with the Valentinoes.
See them.

EXECUTIVE LIMOUSINE
SERVICE: The Memphis concert
business‘ main‘ on—call transport
team. They roll the stars quick, safe

and on time.

THE ‘GHOST OF WALTER
DAWSON: Mr. Dawson was
inducted into our hall of fame years
ago, and boy, do we miss him. Far—
fare Magazine‘s album review.
section is more consistently appalling
than gay sex films.

WZXR/ROCK 103: The jam output
isn‘t much, but the production is
excellent. Goodness knows, some—
body needs to shower Mayberry with
glitter, and 103 does a good job; now
if they would only jam the box, they
could be something special.

WLOKAM 1340; Nowthis stationis
something special.

"Artist of the Year"

Prince is my choice as 1984‘s
principally: enjoyable recording
artist, simply because his work
double—loads the Joy principle. The
career ascent he‘s crowned this year
has been a scandalous, insightful,
pumping affirmation of modern jam.

Through five albums of screaming,
moaning, leaping croons and pulse
poetry, the creativeness, style and
energy :of Prince‘s substance has
excited his initial audience like a
drug. ©1984 cashed the bond of the
America masses‘ late acceptance of
his thrills Enjoying the way his
career has unfolded has been just
like, just like...just like watching a
movie! \/

I cried at the premiere of Purple
Rain. Discretely, yes, and not very
copiously I assure you; (after all it
was his money, not mine). Serunched:
down in my seat, senses in ecstasy, a
few tears strode from behind my
shades. They were the best glad
scream I could give atthe time. I‘d
never been so happy to witness
another artist‘s success since the
night the Mothership landed. When
my review of the movie appeared in
the Memphis Star‘s July issue, Globe—
head Glankler, a friend that also
writes here, accused me of printing a
promo for the film. I hadn‘t held back
any praise, so the Globehead I read
like a cheerleader.

"ME, WRITE A PROMO?"

Sure. wish I could. Especially if I
could charge Warner Brothers by the
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pound. The outline alone would net:

me that red Porsche in Schilling‘s
window. ~ Prince and (his Starr

Company co—horts are cuttin‘ up and
cuttin‘ paper left and right. And
every project derived from the movie

throws in a shot of P*Funk in one
form or another.
and dead things churn up weight.

The Smarm is a name tacked onto
the extras cast as the patrons of First
Avenue and Seventh Street Entry,
the nightclub which served as Purple

Rain‘s central set, and is also an
actual hallmark spot from which

Prince and his fellow Minneapolis
jam—mates, past and present
emerged. Prince‘s adolescent
partner and former band member,

Andre Cymone, recently stated that
the band he, Prince, and Morris Day
formed and initially began their
careers in played before pre—
dominately white audiences
constituted by the twin cities area
population mix. So slam the
slobbering ass—backward crossover

accusations in relation to the
audience protrayed in the movie.
(A lot of people won‘t realize black
Americans are Mustangs.) All the
white people in the movie‘s screen

audience is a definite, flaming state—
ment. Boy, what a headline it could
make.

"WHITE AND BLACKS DANCE
ALL OVER EACH OTHER,
FLYING ON A PURPLE BEAT!"

The point is that everybody is
depicted caught up on the music‘s
vide too deep to see Nigger. They can
stomp some hatred, if followed
through graciously. Such is howArt

sparks life. Suppression—beams funk
up the message, yielding cheap
discernment conditioned to fear.
Thus the American mainstream
entertainment —equation: poetry
breathes by the grace of trash.
Certain energies only get fair air
when led by screams.

Prince takes this fact and runs
with it. He portrays the revelation of
love, sex (and sexiness) like De Mille.
The intense presentation of Purple
Rain‘s sex—drive anthems and hard
love songs has kept the media
hopping like automatic frogs. The
resultant gasping headlines have
been an interest generating,. money
printing tribute to hype and
publicity. And vice versa. The
Purple Rain film was expected to be
Dirty Dan‘s Smutty Rock Follies. It
isn‘t. Explode the notion that Prince

Even the Smarm —

gloriflies women as strictly candy
bars.

Frankly the "ugly women have

substance‘‘ pop image, as
referentially typlified by the

Pretenders‘ Chrissie Hynde, has
made me sick. If revved up sexiness
should be of no measure, maxed out
plainess deserves less than an atom.

Likewise, any hyperbolic impli—
cations of the scene in Purple Rain
where the woman is bodyslammed in
the garbage bin. ~The "dripping
objects" featured in Purple Rain give
straight out portrayals of women

trying to get somewhere on their
talents.

The Purple Rain project‘s
gossamer charge lies in such details.
This essay has already spoken of
Prince‘s illustrated thoughts about
positive integration; but thepoints
made are not quite the stones to
balance his image‘s garrulous
raunchiness, (which is often more
hilarious than threatening). A lot of
people are too stupid to grasp those
inherent themes amid the howling
gyrations. Some things have to be
laid upon the audience in a simple
manner. Earlier I spoke of a dead
thing adding spark to Purple Rain‘s
esoteric value;. now let me explain.

Midway through the movie a scene
evolves where Prince snatches

Appollonia from Morris Day.
Astride his motorcycle like a short,

flashy Errol Flynn, Prince swooshes
upon: the drunken pair as they

celebrate the virgin success of

Appollonia‘s group. Prince knocks
Morris down with the cyele‘s fairing
and spirits away with the fair damsel
in tow. On their journey they ride
under ‘a bridge decorated with
graffiti. Two huge words scrawled in
black: GOD and LOVE.

STONES!

Another point that sneaks in here is
Prince‘s live sense of humor.

Imagine a false prophet, upon
hearing of the backward masking

that closes Purple Rain‘s first side,
grabbing a copy, rushing to a studio
to decipher the supposed Satanic
urings, only to hear——"How are you?
I‘m fine, because I know that the
Lord is coming soon."

STONES!

When you put part ofyour sacings
into U.S. Savings Bonds you re

helping to build a brighterfuture
‘for your country and for yourself.

Crosstown

_ Loans, Inc.

Your Midtown

Pawnbroker

Let Us Cure

Your —

Post—Christmas

Blues

Top Loans for Your —

Brand Name Items:

Jewelry, Handguns,

Tools, Cameras, Rings,

Musical Equipment

Rifles, Shotguns and

other items of value.

ALSO

SAVE BIG $$$

On Out of Pawn

Merchandise

_ For Sale at —

Low Prices!

1302 Poplar Ave

Memphis, TN 38104

(Directly across from
Tennessee Employment Office)

(901) 725—0116

Best Wishes for the

New Year from _

Corey, Doris, Xavier

Larry & Jim
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by Deborah Camp

"Ladies and gentlemen, here awe
have, live and direct from the Beatles

tour, the BILL BLACK COMBO!!!"

Combo leader Bob Tucker laughs
when he recalls how many times he‘s
heard that introduction. "Ten years
after the tour people would still say
we were direct from the Beatles

tour."

A number‘ of things have
transpired during the 25 years the

Bill Black Combo has been— making
music. The Beatles tour was one of
the highlights, but spend a‘ while

with one of its earliest members, Bob
Tucker, and soon you‘ll learn these
guys have racked up all kinds of
accolades and awards, not only in
rock ‘n‘ roll but in country too.
But that‘s getting ahead of the

story. Let‘s go back for a moment to
the late 50‘s, an era that discovered
rock ‘n‘ roll, a generation
mesmerized by the erotic and
reckless charm of Elvis Presley. A

time when people like Charlie Rich,
Roy Orbison, Jerry Lee Lewis, and
Carl Perkins were among the few
working musicians in the city.

Elvis‘ original band consisted of

Scotty Moore and bassist Bill Black.
Black recorded and performed with
Elvis, even worked in one of his early
films, but by 1959 decided to strike
out on his own. Shortly after leaving —
Elvis Bill Black put together a group
and walked into Royal Studio on

Lauderdale (now Hi Records) and cut
a tune called "Smoky." The record
went gold and the Bill Black Combo
achieved every musician‘s dream—

instant success. Within two years the

group recorded two more gold
singles, "White Silver Sands" and

"Josephine."

, In 1962 guitar and fiddle player
Bob Tucker arrived in Memphis
from Jonesboro, Ark. where he had
earned some success with the few
records he had released. That same
year Black turned over the
leadership of the Combo to Tucker.

Black was burned out from the road
_and was simply tired of the hectic,
unpredictable life of the touring

musician.

At that time the BBC was rapidly
building its reputation as "the hottest

instrumental group in the world."
Airplay was good, records were
selling, the jukebox business
thriving. ‘There was scarcely

anywhere their music was wot heard.

Tucker recalls with a chuckle,
"Our music was real popular in
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Pictures shown above andbotton

tour of 1964 and have never befor

photo, top right, shows the Bill Bl

at the Memphis Star congratulg

for an exciting twenty—five ye
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skating rinks and with strippers.

You couldn‘t go to Bourbon Street
without hearing the ~Bill Black

Combo."
A big break came for the group in

1964 when they appeared as the

openin
Americ
their N
putting
Tucker
know 140
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”of" right are of the Beatles
before been published. The
!l Black Combo of 1984. We
ulate the Bill Black Combo
e years of rock ‘n‘ roll.

é‘czapgoo/e’

ing act for the Beatles
lrit“n/(‘anadian tour. While
NY booking agency was busy
mg‘ the tour package together.
er confesses he really didn‘t‘
v too much about the four long—

haired lads from Liverpool. "My
agent kept saying ‘this is really gonna
be big, really big.‘ " His agent also
informed him to rush up some "pay—
off" money, say agrand or so, because
"It‘s gonna take some inside

 

 

maneuvering to get you on."

The Bill Black Combo was one of
five or six acts on the tour. As the
instrumental arm of the touring
groups. the Combo opened
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Bill Black Combo cont. from previous page.

music, then backed up artists such as

the Righteous Brothers, Jackie
DeShannon and the Exciters.

The tour took them all over the
country and into Canada. They
played 28 cities in a hectic 31 days at
large venues such as the Hollywood
Bowl, Cow Palace in San Francisco,

Shay Stadium in NY, and in Kansas
City where Charlie Finley paid the
Beatles $100,000 for their single
night performance in the baseball
stadium.

Tucker remembers how awful the
sound was back in those days. "We
always used house sound. They never
miked amplifiers. Today‘s audience
wouldn‘t tolerate it!" But, he added,
it probably didn‘t matter on the
Beatle tour because nobody heard
anything because of the thousands of

frenzied female fans. Tucker recalls
the heavy security, the determined
love—sick teens who would often slip

letters into their guitar cases and
equipment boxes, hoping it would
reach. the Beatles. Things began to
get out of hand when the BBC started
getting pelted by jellybeans as the
result of a promotional stunt initiated

+ by Brian Epstein. But the Combo
was not amused by the flying candy
missles and soon had to put the lid on
these activities by pleading with and
cajoling the youthful, exuberant
audience.

Tucker «says <the Beatles were
easygoing and fun to work with.

They also had a keen interest in
Memphis music. . . "especially Carl
Perkins, Jerry Lee Lewis, and Roy
Orbison, and the early Memphis

heritage music. They were as
familiar with it as we were. They
grew up on that stuff. They also liked
country."

The Beatles, as individuals, were
also "very nice, very considerate of
the groups touring with them."
Tucker recalls an incident in New
Orleans when the tour‘s only black
group, the Exciters, were turned
away from the chotel where
reservations were made. In 1964

segregation was still very much part

of daily American life. "The Beatles
said they would not stay, in fact, we

left for the next city right after the
show. We got our bags and left."

And what did a group like the Bill
Black ‘Combo get paid for their
efforts on such an historic tour? "Not
much," says Tucker. "We got around /
$2000—$3000 a week plus expenses.
And we—flewin a chartered plane."

If that doesn‘t sound equitable, try

this on. "Whenever a group from
England same over here, the U.S.

had to send approximately the same
amount of musicians to England so
there wouldn‘t be a disparity in the
balance of trade. We were the group
that was traded for the Beatles by

the U.S. We went over there and
made something like $1500 a week
for four weeks and they had come
over here and made millions. I think
that was the greatest trade deficit in
the history of show business."

Fresh off the Beatle tour, the BBC
was hotter than ever.. There were
countless T.V. and radio shows, yes
even the Ed Sullivan Show. They

toured, recorded, and continued to
spread the home—cooked sounds of
Memphis everywhere they went.

And they did go some places.
 

ATAMROmusic
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South Africa was a country that was
buying BBC records, so a two—week

tour was set up for the end of 1964.

An experience described by Tucker
as "the worst fiasco I‘ve ever been
involved in." In addition to getting

off on the wrong foot by meeting and
dining with a prominent black

‘promoter (anathama under South
Africa‘s rigid and unrelenting
apartheid rule), Tucker and his band
were finally deserted and left high.

and dry by their white South African
promoter.

"You talk about skipping, this guy
really skipped," Tucker recalls.

"Ultimately we had to take legal
action." For several days after the
promoter took off the Combo sat

around glumly pondering their
unfortunate predictament. Stranded
in the coastal town of Durban, South
Africa with little money and no
return place tickets was probably a

sobering experience.

"We were dodging hotel managers.
In fact, we still owe every hotel in

South Africa because in our contract
the promoter was supposed to pay for
our hotel bills. One hotel even kept
some of our drums.

"But we were staying in some real

dives.. You talk about having the
blues. We only had enough money to
get a few drinks at some of the bars.
And these were places they would
shanghai sailors and there‘d be some
chick up there singing who looked
like Sophie Tucker, and, well, other
things that you couldn‘t print."

After this adventure the Bill Black
Combo returned to the U.S. and it

wasn‘t long afterwards they learned
of Bill Black‘s brain tumor. "It was
real sudden," says Tucker. "They

found out he had it and in a few
‘months he was gone." Bill Black was

39 years old.

After Black‘s death Tucker bought

the group‘s name and promised
Black‘s widow he would keep the
group going as long as there were
people who wanted to hear their

music. And that was twenty years

ago. {

The group did a three month tour
with Dick Clark and by the time they

returned the BBC was beginning to
experience some serious burn—out‘
from constant touring.

Tucker accepted a teaching job at

Memphis State University in the
Department of Communications and
Fine Arts. And from that point on

the Bill

majority of their work on week—ends
and during the summer.

 

Black Combo did the

The group remained active. On the
week—ends they drove as far as

Canada in the big, fully—equipped
touring bus Tucker bought.

they continued to record. But with

the acid rock of the late 60‘s, coupled
with audience‘s increasing desire for
bizarre stage performances, Tucker
saw the music changing and for a
while was shadowed by artists like

Jimi Hendrix and Janis Joplin.

, By the mid—70‘s the BBC found
themselves

direction. They took out the organ

and replaced it with a steel guitar
player who doubled on fiddle and
came up with a country rockabilly
sound that soon found them a new
wave of recognition.
country LP was titled Solid and

Country and was so successful it hit
all the national charts within weeks.

One fiddle and
breakdown

Cabbage" was released as a single

and hit all three national charts
inside two weeks. It remained on the
charts for over three months and
became the biggest country
instrumental hit of 1975.

And

heading in another

The first

saxophone
tune called "Boilin‘

Ironically, the BBC was cleaning

up on the country charts some ten
years after having been one of the
hottest and most

instrumental rock ‘n‘ roll bands of the
sixties.

more singles in a row from the
country LP.

especially when you consider that the
only artis who‘s lately achieved that

distinction is

listened to

They went on to chart five

A rare feat indeed,

Michael —Jackson.

That year, says Tucker, the band
put more than 100,000 miles on their

bus travelling nationwide in the

mo

BERL OLSWANGER

MUSIC

3183 Poplar * 901—454—1711
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wake of their new success.

They also did a two—week tour of
Alaska. It was during the pipeline

construction and it was that time of
year it never gets dark, 24 hours of
broad sunlight in a rough and tumble
town where the taverns never close.

"There was a murder there every

single day we were in Fairbanks,"
says Tucker, who sounded like he was
glad to get out alive. Fairbanks, at
that time, was about the size of West
Memphis.

"Theclub we played was rough.
The bouncer used an electric cattle
prod. I‘m serious. We saw the thing
and asked what it was. He told us, ‘I

have to use this when things get out of
hand. We don‘t mess around.‘ It‘s a
different world up there."

By that time, Tucker was also
doing some concert promotion with a

California agency.. The Combo began
opening shows for Merle Haggard,
Marty Robbins and other country
stars. His own publishing catalog

was also growing and Tucker began a
mail—ordér business for some of their
records.

The BBC continued to record on

the Hi label until Al Bennett bought f
the company. Today, Bob Tucker

and partner Larry Rogers, operate
from their Lyn—Lou Studios at 1518
Chelsea. In all, the group has recordd

37 albums and has released about 100
singles. f

cont. on Page 35.
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ProressionaL Dancers

Available For Bookings

(901) 527—3299
Credits include:

K97 Commercial * Orpheum Theatre
Benchmark.Hotel * Goldsmith‘s

Peabody Hotel

P.O. Box 163, Memphis, TN 38101—0163
Commercials * Private Partys * Videos
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Entertainers and club

owners may have their

bookings listed FREE by

sending their dates to the

—MEMPHIS STAR prior to the

20th of each month or by

calling us at 452—7827 prior

to the 22nd of each month.

Information in this schedule

is based upon info received

from entertainers and club

owners. Refer to their ads in

THE STAR for times and

locations.

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT —

1
Best Wishes
For 1985

REBA
& THE

PORTABLES
9—1

13 1
& THE
RADIANTS

REBA 22
KEITH

SYKES

& THe |
PORTABLES

9—1

27 THE
LATE
SHOW

9—1

8
KEITH

SYKES

5
KEITH

~ SYKES

| 30,
SYKES

1 Intimate Acts — Stage Stop

_ Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder. Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Dodie‘ Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place
(Ramada, Brooks Road)

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada, Brooks
Road)

Snicks — Chelsea Street Pub

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Memphis Club (Little
Rock, AR)

Joe Norman — Dillon‘s

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

2 Intimate Acts — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Joe Norman — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place
(Ramada, Brooks Road)

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada — Brooks) f

Snicks — Chelsea Street Pub

EMpHIS MOST COMpLE

 

  

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Deli on the Square
(Jackson, TN)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Memphis Club (Little
Rock, AR)

Jim Santoro — Dillon‘s

The Cut—Outs — Poplar Lounge f

Duran and Lott — Bombay

Donald O‘Connor — Club Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mallard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s ;

3 Intimate Acts — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR) :

Sam Williams — After Four

Dowdie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place
(Ramada — Brooks Road)

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada — Brooks)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Memphis Club (Little
Rock, AR)

«Brady & Hollye — Circle Cate

Bombay Bisyele Club _ &,

2120 MADISON (In Overton Square) e 726—6055 coop Foop

THE JANUARY PREVIEW

2 ouran & 3JMmMY 4

LOTT DAVIS

g9—12 & NEXUS

10 jimmy 11

Davis

& NEXUS

9

DURAN &

LOTT
a

18
17JIMMY

DAVIS

& NEXUS

16

DURAN &

LOTT

9—12 —1

23 24 25
JIMMY

DAVIS

& NEXUS

DURAN &

LOTT

42 9—12

1
JIMMY

DURAN & Davis

LOTT & NEXUS

9—12 9—12 9—1

SAT

9

THE CUT—OUTS

10—2

12

G@oop QUuEsTION

19

BRENDA PATTERSON

10—2

26

THE RADIANTS

10— 10—2
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Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —

Marlowe‘s

Bob Batcheloor — Diilon‘s

Ken Lucas — Dilion‘s C

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Ruby Wilson — Ciub Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Chick Rogers — Biii‘s Twilight Lounge

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

4 Lindy Hearne & Tony Pilcher Band —

Highiand Crossover

Intimate Acts — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W

Memphis. AR)

Mike Crews & the Revolving Band — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Piace

(Ramada — Brooks Road)

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada ——

Brooks Road)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Memphis Ciub (Littie

Rock. AR)

1l §

Brady & Hollye — Spike & Raii —

Lonely St. Duo. (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —

Marlowe‘s

Bob Batcheloor — Dilion‘s

Ken Lucas — Diiion‘s

Lance Strode — Facuity Lounge

The Cut—Outs — Bombay

Don McMinn — Laftayette‘s

Donald O‘Connor — Ciub Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Eddie Cash — Shoreiine

Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s

5 Bill Cosby — Orpheum

Jan Walker — The Loit

Lindy Hearne & Tony Pilcher Band — Highiand
Crossover

Intimate Acts — Stage Stop

Marjorie Fellowship Choir/Earl Randle — Sister‘s
Chicken (Crump)

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W
Memphis. AR)

ons

RMW

Restaurant x Bar & Grill
5251 Winchester (At Mendenhall)

195—1689

2‘ for 1 Admission
“fin-munwes

‘Dillon‘s

Comedy Night Live

Buy One Admission at Regular

and Receive one FREE!

Mary Jane Collins — After Four

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada —

Brooks Road)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Memphis Ciub (Little

Rock, AR)

Brady & Hollye — Back Side Club (Martin, TN)

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike S'rickland) —
Mariowe‘s

Bob Batcheloor — Diiion‘s

Ken Lucas — Dilion‘s

The Cut—Outs — Bombay

Don McMinn — Lafayette‘s

cont. on next page.

(With ThusCoupon)
tome thes ant ane a wees ans mead

Comedy Night Live‘Starring the Best Professional Comedians from L.A to New York"YOU‘LL NEVER LAUGH SO HARD IN YOUR LIFE"SHOWTIMESThursday — 9:00Friday — 9:00 and 11:30Saturday — 9:00 and 11:30Sunday — 9:00
Jan 3—6 — Bob Batcheloor and Ken LucasJan 10—13 — Paul Zimmerman & Amos ChangJan 17—20 — Mark Klein & Pat Simpson

Jan 24—27 — Jeff Jena

Musical Entertainment provided by Joe Norman (Tuesdays) and Jim Santoro (Wednesdays)
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Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

6 Singing Southern Jubilees — Mt. Moriah
E. Baptist Church

Jan Walker — The Loft

Don McMinn & the Memphis Blues Revue — Daily

Planet (n

Brady & Hollye — Backside Club (Martin, TN)

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Marlowe‘s

Bob Batcheloor — Dilion‘s

Ken Lucas — Dillon‘s

Lance Strode — Facuity Lounge

Reba & the Portables — Bombay

Mid—Town Jazz Mobile — Huey‘s

Settlers — Mermaid

Bluebeats — Mermaid

7 Mirrors — Stage Stop

Mike Crews — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place
(Ramada — Brooks Road) <

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada — Brooks)

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

 
 

 

 

 
 

     

 

   

— The

Downtown

Gathering

Place

LIVE 7
ENTERTAINMENT

Monday—Thursday
7:00 — 11:00 p.m.

MID AMERICA MALL

Friday
Naa 9:30 — 2:00 a.m.

T

g gating: Saturday
x FARK 9:00 — 1 a.m.

(See Concert

Calender)
SECOND

". 90s" Kitchen Never
(FACING THE PARK) closes]

Happy Hour — All Night Mondays

PLUS Tuesday through Saturday (4 pm

til 8 pm) AND Fridays {11 pm til 3 am.)

Planning a Party or Banquet? Call

Mike or Janice to help you create the

best celebration ever for 20 — 260

people.

   

8 Mirrors — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis)

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place
(Ramada — Brooks Road)

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada
Brooks Road)

Joe Norman — Dilion‘s

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

9 Mirrors — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.

Memphis)

Joe Norman — After Four

~ Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place (Brooks

Road — Ramada)

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place (Ramada)

Jim Santoro — Dillon‘s

The Cut—Outs — Poplar Lounge

Duran & Lott — Bombay

Donald O‘Connor — Club Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

1 0 Mirrors — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Souther Lights — Wonder Room (W.

Memphis)

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

— Brady & Hollye — Circle Cate

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinskton/Mike Strickland) —

Marlowe‘s ©

Paul Zimmerman — Diilon‘s

Amos Chang — Dillon‘s

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Bluebeats — Peabody (Skyway)

DINING e DANCING

LIVE ENTERTAINMENT NIGHTLY

1471 EAST BROOKS RD.

901—332—3500

 

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Chick Rogers — Biil‘s Twilight Lounge

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

1 1 Ban Hope — Forsythe‘s (Millington)

Mirrors — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.

Memphis) y

Mike Crews & the Revolving Band — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place ___

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Brady & Hollye — Spike & Rail

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —

Marlowe‘s

Paul Zimmerman — Diiion‘s

Amos Chang — Dilion‘s

Lance Strode — Facuity Lounge

Good Question — Bombay

Don McMinn — Laiayette‘s

Donald O‘Connor — Ciub Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

12 Jan Walker — The Loft

The Willing Dour/Earl Randle — Sister‘s Chicken
(Crump)

Dan Hope — Forsythe‘s (Millington)

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis)

Don McMinn — Lafayette‘s

David & the Giants/Robin Crow — Highland
Crossover

Mirrors — Stage Stop

Mary Jane Collins — After Four

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Brady & Hollye — Circle Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Mariowe‘s

Paul Zimmerman — Diiion‘s

Amos Chang — Diiion‘s

Good Question — Bombay

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

1 3 Jan Walker — The Loft

Don McMinn & the Memphis Blues Revue — Daily

Planet

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Marlowe‘s

Paul Zimmerman — Dilion‘s

_ Amos Chang — Dilion‘s

Lance Strode — Faculty Lounge

The Radiants — Bombay
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Jan Garber — Peabody (Skyway)

Mid—Town Jazz Mobile — Huey‘s

Settlers — Mermaid ¢

1 4 The Wrong Band — Stage Stop

Mike Crews — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea Street Pub

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s

15 The Wrong Band — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Eddie Harrison — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea Street Pub

Joe Norman — Dilion‘s

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

1 6 The Wrong Band — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Deli on the Square
(Jackson, TN)

Brady & Hollye — Hastings (Jackson, TN)

Jim Santoro — Diiion‘s

The Cut—Outs — Popiar Lounge

Duran & Lott — Bombay

Donald O‘Connor — Ciub Handy ~

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt Bibo‘s

1 1 7 Good Question — Peabody (Skyway) —

Pam & the Passions — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Sam Williams — Atter Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Piace

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Mariowe‘s

Mark Klein — Dilion‘s

Pat Simpson — Diilon‘s

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Ruby Wilson — Ciub Handy

Eddie Cash — Shorejine

Chick Rogers — Biii‘s Twilight Lounge

David Joyner — Matliard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

18 Don McMinn — Lafayette‘s

Pam & the Passions — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Souther Lights — Wonder Room (W.

Memphis, AR)

Mike Crews & the Revolving Band — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Chelsea St. Pub

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Marlowe‘s

Mark Klein — Dillon‘s

Pat Simpson — Dilion‘s

\

Lance Strode — Faculty Lounge

Brenda Patterson — Bombay

Donald O‘Connor — Club Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Good Question — Mermaid

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Coda — Spike & Rail

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

19 New Hope/Earl Randle — Sister‘s
Chicken (Crump)

Jan Walker — The Loft

Don McMinn — Lafayette‘s

Pam & the Passions — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Mary Jane Collins — After Four

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Chelsea St. Pub

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Peabody

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Marlowe‘s *

Mark Klein — Dillon‘s

Pat Simpson — Dillon‘s

Brenda Patterson — Bombay

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

 

Sid Selvidge — North End

Good Question — Mermaid

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

20 Jan Walker — The Loft

Don McMinn & the Memphis Blues Revue — Daily
Planet

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Marlowe‘s

Mark Klein — Dillon‘s

Pat Simpson — Dillon‘s

Lance Strode — Faculty Lounge

Reba & the Portables — Bombay

Mid—Town Jazz Mobile — Huey‘s

Settlers — Mermaid

Bluebeats — Mermaid

21 I Driver‘s Eye — Stage Stop

Mike Crews — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Chelsea St. Pub —

( Peter Spurbeck — Harris Aud. (M.S.U.)

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Tom Hackenberger

A Special Thanks to all of the

Entertainers and the Public‘for your

support of our 2nd Annual Christmas

Special for Muscular Dystrophy.
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22 Andre Watts — De Frank Music Hall

Driver‘s Eye — Stage Stop ;

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W
Memphis, AR)

Eddie Harrison — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Chelsea St. Pub

Kiss — Mid—South Coliseum

Joe Norman — Dilion‘s

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

23 Driver‘s Eye — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W."
Memphis, AR) f

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Chelsea St. Pub

Brady & Hollye — Hastings (Jackson, TN)

Jim Santoro — Dillon‘s ©

The Cut—Outs — Poplar Lounge

Duran & Lott — Bombay

Donald O‘Connor — Club Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline j
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Shuffleboard Tourney

Every Tuesday Night
be
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THE CUT—OUTS

Wednesdays — 9:30 — 1:30
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JOE NORMAN

Sundays — 9:00 — 1:00

2563 Poplar Ave.

(901) 324—1233
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David Joyner — Mallard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

24 "Foxfire" — Theatre Memphis

Driver‘s Eye — Stage Stop

~ Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place_

Beauty & the Beats — Chelsea St. Pub

Brady & Hollye — Circle Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —

Mariowe‘s

Jeff Jena — Dilion‘s

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

The Radiants — Peabody (Skyway)

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Chick Rogers — Bill‘s Twilight Lounge

David Joyner — Mallard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s

25 Lindy Hearne & Tony Pilcher Band —
Highland Crossover

Dan Hope (Video Party) — Daily Planet

Bluebeats — Orpheum

"Foxfire" — Theatre Memphis

Orpheum Jam — Orpheum

Nite Flite — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis, AR)

Mike Crews & the Revolving Band — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Prince — Mid—South Coliseum

Duncan Sisters —Orpheum

Brady & Hollye — Spike & Rail

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Marlowe‘s

"Coup/Clucks" — Playhouse on the Square

Jeff Jena — Diflon‘s

Lance Strode — Faculty Lounge

The Radiants — Bombay

Portables — Peabdoy (Skyway)

Don McMinn — Lafayette‘s

Donald O‘Connor — Club Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Alcazar — Capt. Bilbo‘s

26 mc Sparrow/Daybreak — Highiand

Crossover

The Inspirations/Earl Randle — Sister‘s Chicken
(Crump) f

Dan Hope (Video Party) — Daiiy Pianet

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.
Memphis. AR)

Jan Walker — The Lo!t
+

"Foxfire" — Theatre Memphis

Kaya & the Weldors — Oid Daisy

Nite Flite — StageiSiop

Mary Jane Collins — After Four

Special Edition — Dad‘s Piace

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Prince — Mid—South Coliseum

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —

Mariowe‘s

"Coup/Clucks" — Piayhouse on the Square

Jeff Jena — Diilon‘s

The Radiants — Bombay

Don McMinn — Lafayette‘s

Ruby Wilson — Ciub Handy

Sid Selvidge — North End

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

27 Jan Walker — The Lo‘t

"Foxfire" — Theatre Memphis

Don McMinn & the Memphis Blues Revue — Daily
Pianet

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Prince — Mid—South Coiiseum

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Mariowe‘s

"Coup/Clucks" — Playhouse on the Square

Jeff Jena — Diiion‘s

Lance Strode — Facuity Lounge

The Late Show — Bombay

Mid—Town Jazz Mobile — Huey‘s

Settlers — Mermaid

Bluebeats — Mermaid

28 Donnie & the Rock — Stage Stop

Mike Crews — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Piace

Special Edition — Dad‘s Piace

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Eddie Cash — Shoreiine .

Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s

29 "zoma— Orpheum

Donnie & the Rock — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W.

Memphis. AR)

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Piace

Special Edition — Dad‘s Place

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Joe Norman — Diiion‘s

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Eddie Cash — Shoreiine

David Joyner — Mailard‘s

Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s

% 30 "Zorba" — Orpheum
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Donnie & the Rock — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W
Memphis, AR)

Joe Norman — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Place

Special Edition — Dad‘s Piace

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St Pub

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Dei on the Square
(Jackson. TN)

Brady & Hollye — Hastings (Jackson. TN)

Jim Santoro — Diiion‘s ;

The Cut—Outs — Popiar Lounge

Duran & Lott — Bombay ‘

Donald O‘Connor — Ciub Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreiine

David Joyner — Maiiard‘s

— Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s

31 The Rez Band/Tony Pilcher Band —
Robinson Center (Littie Rock. AR)

"Zorba" — Orpheum

"Foxfire" — Theatre Memphis

Donnie & the Rock — Stage Stop

Al Vance & Southern Lights — Wonder Room (W
Memphis. AR) a

Sam Williams — After Four

Dodie Dowdy & Mixed Co. — Dad‘s Piace

Special Edition — Dad‘s Piace

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St Pub

Brady & Hollye — Circie Cafe

Lonely St. Duo (Jim Pinkston/Mike Strickland) —
Mariowe‘s

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Pam & the Passions — Peabody (Skyway)

Ruby Wilson — Ciub Handy

Eddie Cash — Shoreline

Chick Rogers — Biil‘s Twilight Lounge

David Joyner — Maiiard‘s

— Alcazar — Capt. Biibo‘s
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Bob Dylan

by Jonathan Cott

Rolling Stone Press/Doubleday

$35.00

David Bowie‘s Serious Moonlight
The World Tour
by Denis O‘Regan/Chet Flippo
Doubleday/Doliphin $16.95

Reviewed by Robert Bowman
Here we have yet two more rather

lavish tomes designed forthe
Christmas and post Christmas
spending sprees. The Dylan book is
one of a series put out under the
auspices of Rolling Stone Press. It is
basically a coffee table pictorial
history tracing Bob‘s career from the
peach—fuzz Huck Finn days of 1961
to the rather world weary superstar
of 1978. \

Seventeen years worth of pictures
obviously have been culled from a
variety of sources and some capture
the moment much better than others.
A large number of the photographs
are from the cameras of such noted
Dylan documenters as Ken Regan,
Elliot Landy, David. Gahr, Jim
Marshall and Daniel Kramer. Music
photographic archives, such as those
of Michael Ochs, Michael Gross and
Frank Driggs, have also been
combed. The criteria for selection
seems to have been largely that the
shots be not well known. So, although
Kramer has published a book of his
work on Dylan from 1965 to 1966, the
material of his used here appears for
the first time. Landy‘s photos of the
poorly documented Woodstock years
of semi—seclusion in the late 1960s
are especially valuable. Great care
appears to have been taken in both
the arrangement and printing of the
pictures and many of them are in full

. color.
The visuals are accompanied by

approximately thirty pages of text.
The author, Jonathan Cott, has
interviewed Dylan twice, in the
autumns of 1977 and 1978... He is
widely regarded as one of the most
interesting and intellectual of rock
interviewers. Occasionally his
approach can be overbearing as he
manages to relate Dylan‘s life. and
poetry (he virtually totally ignores
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the music) to Proteus, Hermes. the
eleventh century troubadour
Guillaume IX. Francois Villon,
Chinese philosophers. Hassidic
rabbis and on and on. Occasionally.
the referenceis illuminating. often it
just seems forced. In addition, for
some the writing might seem a little
too impressionistic and there are a
few minor factual inaccuracies. §   

Nonetheless, Cott in a very brief
space, does manage to quite thought—
fully illuminate most of the central
themes, issues and questions of this
rather mercurial artist. I knowof no
other essay that does as good a job.
His material on the unjustly
maligned four—hour Renaldo and
.Clara film is superb. Unfortunately,
his writing on Dylan‘s born—again
Christian period is as weak as the
Renaldo material is strong(Oddly,
there are no pictures from the
religious period even though Dylan
performed over one hundred‘
concerts in the U.S. alone from 1979—
1981). Overall, with a few
reservations, the book is recom—
mended. =
The Bowie book is not a history.

Rather it is a rockumentary, so to
speak, of the Thin White Duke‘s
return to the stage with a 96 show
world tour in 1983 after a five year
absence. The Serious Moonlight tour
saw Bowie emerge sans his past
characters with the hit album Let‘s
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Dance. —The shows were straight,
powerful, triumphant:—and stunning—
ly visual presentations using state of
theart lights, props and mechanics in
rather unorthodox ways.

Photographer Denis O‘Regan and
writer Chet Flippo appear to have
accompanied Bowie and entourage
from Brussels on May 18th to Hong
Kong December 7th. The vast
majority of the book is devoted to
(O‘Regan‘s exquisitely detailed and
beautiful pictures, most of them of
Bowieon stage, but manyofthem off—
stage as well. Especially interesting
are shots of the "Bungle in the
Jungle" part of the. tour covering
Singapore, Bangkok and Hong Kong,
glvmg the reader an opportumtv to

view Bowie visiting temples, going

on river tours, etc. Also included are

photographs of the original model for

the Serious Moonlight Tour‘s stage,

designs for tour member‘s costumes

and— Bowie modelling for Madame

Tussaud‘s Wax Museum in London,

plus the typical assembling and dis—

sembling the stage, aircraft, hotel

and audience shots. The whole is

carefully and fastidiously balanced,

prov1dmg a nearly excessive visual
delight.

Chet Flippo‘s fifty—six pages of text
does not match the quality of the
photographs. His tone is generally
conversational but it is also often
condescending. Being an "official"
book it is not in the least bit candid.
Anything that might not reflect
wondrously on Sir Bowie, such as the
rift which led to Stevie Ray Vaughn‘s
defection four days before the tour
began. are simply glossed over.
There is an eleven page interview
with Bowie (seemingly transcribed
verbatim) which is by far the most
interesting part of the text. Un—
fortunately, as with Flippo‘s one or
two paragraph interview/capsuali—
zations of Bowie‘s booking agent tour
coordinator and business representa—
tive. there is simply not enough. But
in this case, the text hardly matters,
pictures alone are worth the price of
admission.. For the Bowiephile. it is
essential.

cont. on next page
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Songsters and Saints Vocal

Traditions on Race Records

by Paul Oliver

Cambridge University Press

$9.95 (paperback) ‘cor $24.95

(hardcover)

Reviewed by Robert Bowman

Songsters and Saints represents
the beginning of much needed and

anticipated research, study and
documenatation of black sacred and
secular, folk and popular music
forms, other than the blues, from the
late 1890‘s to the early 1930‘s. Oddly
enough, less is known of the music
from the end of reconstruction to the
1920‘s. than is known of the music of
the slavery period. — Previous
research has been done almost
entirely on piano ragtime, early jazz _
and blues. In fact, Oliver, an English
professor of architecture, was one of
the pioneers, and continues to be one
of the most prolific, of blues writers
and researchers.

__ The book‘s eight principle chapters
address black dance forms, ragtime
songs, minstrel tunes, blues ballads,
what Oliver terms social songs of

fantasy, reality and parody, and the
recorded sermons, rituals and songs

of both the Baptist and Sanctified
churches (750 sermons alone were
issued —commercially on —record
between 1926 and 1938, many of
them recorded in Memphis), lay
preachers, and street evangelists.
The first chapter on dance forms is by
far his strongest, introducing much

new material, while at the other end
of the spectrum (and the book) the
chapter on blues ballads is extremely
misleading and confused.

Much of the most interesting work
in the book is involved in noting the
relationships between folk and
popular performances, records,

folklore collections, printed broad—
sides, hymnals, and sheet music.
Oliver has done. some extensive
digging in printed music and lyrical
collections, turning up a number of
previously unnoted connections. The
points he makes are not themselves
all that new but he has produced
much more evidence to support them
than had previously existed.

Unfortunately, as with so much
writing of this kind, the book deals
nearly exclusively with lyrics (some
of them poorly transcribed) and
avoids discussing music in and of

 

   

   £

   

itself or in connection with the lyrics.
As such, Songsters and Saints might
be viewed as more of a book on black
folklore and thought, than as one on
music. .Much of the book simply
reads as a travelogue survey, intro—
ducing the reader to most of the
important songsters, preachers and
evangelists on record at the time and
indicating the range of material that
they recorded. As such it is valuable
but somewhat limited and ultimately

frustrating.

The book‘s ninth and final chapter
does include a very good discussion of
who and what got recorded and how
and why this happened. In addition,
Oliver —presents some interesting
material on the relative popularity.
and sales of this material compared
to that of blues records. He also
clearly summarizes most of the
book‘s essential points and relates a
number of them to previous blues
scholarship.

For those interested in the sacred
and secular popular musics of any

part of the twentieth century this
book, although disappointing in
many ways, is essential. It should be
noted that a pair of two record sets on
Matchbox Records have been issued
to accompany the book. For the
reader not overly familiar with black
recording of the 1920‘s and early
1930‘s I would imagine that the
records would be necessary to both
maintain interest and facilitate
understanding of the material
covered in the book. If you are not
aware of this non—blues material you
are really missing out on a fasci—
nating and extremely rich corpus of
American music.
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BUNNY WAILER

Jump Jump/Dance Hall Music

(Shanachie)

by Deborah Camp

— Might as well say everybody‘s

jumpin‘ these days. There‘s Van

Halen. The Pointer Sisters are
jumpin‘ for your love, and rising

reggae star Ini Kamoze is jumpin‘ for

Jah. — Now Bunny Wailer too has
jumped on the bandwagon with his
newly released 12" single "Jump

Jump" on the A side and "Dance Hall
Music" —~on— the ——other track.

The formerly reclusive Bunny
Wailer, (one of the original Wailers
back when Bob Marley and Peter
Tosh were street—corner crooners in

Kingston) has recently stepped back
into the spotlight, and this marks his.
first—ever dance mix single released
in the U.S.

"Jump Jump" is a smooth, upbeat
dance and groove rocker, character—

izing a polished never—miss style,

distinctively creative and surpri—
singly commercial. "Dance. Hall
Music" is the real bonus however.
Unlike Tosh, who regularly

"Englishizes" his lyrics byremoving
most patois and "cleaning up" his
pronunciation, Wailer makes no such

compromises. His lyrics are
delightfully filled with the rootiest of
idiom, but expressed in such a soulful

manner anyone can feel the cool,
‘positive vibe.

With his recent headline

performance at the Reggae
Consciousness Festival in Kingston

and his flurryof studio work, it looks .
as if Bunny Wailer may now be

accepting the recognition he once
rebuffed. For the most spiritual of
the reggae super—stars this move is

© probably a matter of timing, for I was

told several years ago at Wailer‘s

Solomonic studio base in Kingston
that Bunny would eventually emerge
from the hills with some message
music for the world to hear. This
recording is not necessarily the
message but it is the hook. And to
conquer the American airwaves, we
all know how important that is.

 

KEITH SYKES

~Fun Rockin‘

(Memphis Records)

— by Lisa McGaughran

Keith Sykes‘ fourth album on
Memphis Records with producer—
wife Jerene Sykes does not depart
much from the guitar—based, clean,
live style he introduced on his first
two efforts, while ‘shying away
entirely from the techno—sound of
Play x Play.

Guitar hooks, melodies, lyrical
subjects —all bring on that deja vu
feeling that an album sometimes
gives you when not much new ground
is being treaded. (We might as well

«call this More of Keith‘s Songs About
Girls...)

But aside from my complaints on
Keith‘s apparent writer‘s block and
lessened use of his normally fertile
imagination, the album has a lot of
strong points.. While "Think About
Love". —and "Fun. Rockin" — are
currently receiving airplay, there
are several other good, melodic dance
songs worthy of attention, namely

 

"Do You Wanta Go Home, Ruben?",
"Say I," and "Tall and Lean."

While "Hello Memphis" is Sykes‘
obligatory ode to the hometown
barbecue (etc., etc.), "You Don‘t Say"
presents us with the most interesting
piece of production work on the
album. Jerene says the tape was
slowed down just a tiny bit to
highlight the Delta flavor to Keith‘s
bluesy voice. The result is what
sounds like a genuine song from
down on the plantation, acoustic
guitar and all.

Could this be the work of a guy
inspired to write danceable songs
whilst laying back on the beach with
his shades, pina colada, and irritated

. wife, scoping the girls in front of Miss
Kitty‘s condo in Destin, Florida? Yes!
Hey, this is just fun rockin‘, and
something you can smooch to.

 

 

   

TONY PILCHER

Livin‘ For The Light

(Voice Box)

by Jan Walker

Yes, Tony, the long—awaited debut
LP did make it before the second
coming! I‘m sure Mark Blackwood
had good reasons for certain
production delays. It‘s not easy
tempering progressive rock ideas to
satisfy the soft palates ofmany gospel
radio programmers. But Livin‘ For
The Light is not bland by any
measure, and it certainly deserves a
listen through the airwaves and
home styluses.
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Canaan Records artist Tanya
Goodman joins Tony vocally on the
titlerocker, establishing the message
right out front as well as the style of
delivery.

Heating up the tracks even more
are my favorite two cuts, "The Long
Way" and "Lift It Up." Fans of

DeGarmo and Key will enjoy the
latter production in which the four
current band members join their
former lead guitarist Tony.

"Lord I Want To Shine" by Lindy
Hearn, simmers in for a lighter
touch. It is the only song on the album —
unauthored by Tony Pilcher. A good

choice, it displays a smooth sweet
vocal style, whereas Tony attacks
other numbers with more gusto.

Such is "Crucible of Love," a tune

so enjoyed by Mylon LeFevre he‘s
asked to record it on his new album.

Memorable also is "Roll Away the
Rock," a playful romper that features
Andrew Love on saxophone.

The Christ Missionary Baptist

Singers blend on "Higher Power,"
Listeners may also identify Survivor

Jimi Jamison harmonizing on
several selections.

Notable are all the players
gathered at Ardent for Livin‘ For

The Light. Although it‘s not likely
the cook will be shouting for more
pepper in this broth, it‘s my bet that
Tony‘s audience will soon be calling
for more music with the spice he

freely shakes in a live performance.
Until then, I recommend a second
helping.

TAY FALCO
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PANTHER BURNS

Tay Falco‘s Panther Burns, Now!

(Frenzi Records)

by Lisa McGaughran

This cassette of 1984 Panther
Burns material has just become

available, while the band‘s studio
material of the same year still awaits
the funds to be released. This
cassette was recorded by Doug
Easley at the Antenna Club and in
some cotton rooms downtown.

Most of the songs are originals,
each containing Tav Falceo‘s
shadowy, charming sense of

language and atmosphere, loud and
extended. "Cuban Rebel Girl,"
"Starkweather," "Hairdresser
Underground," and the vibrant biker
anthem "Jump Suit" all display
immense creativity and are a lot of
fun to listen to.

While "Agitator Blues" theatri—

cally underlines Falco‘s political
thematic influences, "61 Highway"
and "Mississippi River Blues" follow
a stark, authentic Delta blues path.

the material is all high quality and a
good representation of newer
Panther Burns material.

Nowif only they can get a label to
put something like this on
vinyl...This cassette is haunting and

energetic as the first full length
album, with improved technique, as

the band has matured. Maybe the
best released recordings to date by
the band.

  

DON COVaAY & THE GOOD

TIMERS

Mercy

(Edsel Records)

by Lisa McGaughran

Don Covay is one of the finer R&B
songwriters from the late 1950‘s—
early 1960‘s era, and one of the least
well known. During his peak period
he worked with the best session men

in Memphis, Muscle Shoals, and
Nashville, recording albums with

Atlantic and Rosemart.

This — compilation includes his
searing version of "See—Saw," which
was later redone in a similar fashion
by Aretha Franklin, and "Mercy,"
which was a favorite of Mick

Jagger‘s. Covay‘s pleasing, smooth,
high—pitched vocals in "Precious
You" are especially similar to the
Stones‘ later vocal styles. As the liner
notes writer points out, white bands
such as the Rolling Stones were
dubbed "innovators" of the "new
music" of the 1960‘s because largely
racist audiences of the time
preferred white faces singing the
same music black musicians like

Covay had already been playing for
nearly a decade.

"Sookie Sookie," "Come See About
Me," and "Iron Out the Rough Spots"
highlight the most rockin‘ collection

of rare soul oldies to come out in 1984,
and my favorite soul record of all last ©
year.

 

Corrections & Amplifications

Last month‘s technical article was
provided by Roger Smith from Colie
Stoltz music.

LOUNGE

3547 Walker

4549212 — 327—5388

PIZZA SPECIAL

16" Sausage or

Pepperoni

Only $6.00

BAR

Sandwiches

Home Made

BEEF JERKY

Happy Hour 1—4

Pitchers — $3.00

Longnecks — .75¢

See Your Favorite

Sports on Our New

5 Foot TV Screen

LANCE STRODE

Every Fri. & Sun.
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Ini Kamoze Makes

Musical Statement

by 1. Jabulani Tafari

"Call a taxi for me. . get it on the
double, it‘s an emergency..." These

are some of the words from Ini

Kamoze‘s new LP Statement. But if
the singer was also talking about the

people who will be speeding to buy

this record, he‘s not being egotistical
by acknowledging his potential for

doing what he does best. Delivering
lively lyrics supported by
outstanding orchestration. And if

one wants proof that his is authentic
and ain‘t no jive, the arrangement
has the unmistakable stamp of the

legendary TAXI rhythm section,
namely Sly Dunbar on drums and
Robbie Shakespeare on bass. _

This is definitely one slice of life
that music lovers won‘t be able to

enjoysitting down. Be warned! "Get
on your feet for this occasion," sings
Ini in a shot titled "Jump for Jah"

MUSICIANS

SEE HOW

REASONABLE

IT IS TO

ADVERTISE

YOUR GIG!
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which will make the listener jump for

joy! "Statement" is the title track for

the LP, which is lyrically topical,

musically tight, and toe—tappingly

~ taut. "Babylon, Babylon leggo mi

hand. ._. I‘m not your girlfriend.

Babylon, Babylon ain‘t got no bribe.

Money dun at dance last night. Hate

my God and die. Love him and live."

Kamoze‘s vocalization and lyrics

propel him into the group of new

reggae—wave singers emerging from

Jamaica with potent, powerful words

combined with cultural yet

commercially viable arrangement.

In anther cut called "I Want It

Ital," the singer pulls no punches

when he says "If you don‘t like it you

can bite it, but if you do, deal with it.

To my own self I must be true." If an

album like Statement is the result of

being true to oneself, all reggae fans

are sure to agree that honesty is the

best policy. And because love is just

as integral part of life as protest and

struggle, the album does contain

some love—a—dove softies in the rub—a—

dub stylee. "Settle With Me" is one

such composition of no mean order, _

for what woman would not consider

spending time with a minstel singing

quietly into her ear: "Woman I feel

your love descend on me like a dove,

like a mountain breeze setting my

mind at ease, just like a flowing river

you love is a cooling water. I want you

to be my wife, put a little sugar in my

life." The other "softie" is also

heartfelt, unconditional, and

rootical. "To Live a Little Love" is the

song, one that states "love will keep

you fit."

Thus, as Ini intones in "Call the

Police," his words and actions are

clear, as he and his musicians have

analyzed the reggae consumer

market like a music computer. The

final product is equally suitable for
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the heat of Kingston or the cold of

London. "I gave you the lien on your

shilling" Kamoze reminds as he

delivers classic roots—rock—reggae in

the most up—to—date ‘80‘s fashion.

"Now for pay, blimey, piece of cake

and a cup of tea, yeah..My reward, oh

no, slice of bread and an avacado."

Lyrics from "England So Nice,"

especially for the U.K. which he

describes as "big on the ice."

Statement should surely earn

more than tea and cake for Ini

Kamoze. The sound is a big, round

maximum kind of vibe and was

produced by only four musicians in

Jamaica‘s Channel One Studio. It

was mixed at Island‘s Fallout Shelter

in London. Statement, the beginning

of another world of reggae music. Go

deh, Ini!

(I. Jabulani Tafari is a journalist

from Kingston, Jamaica. In addition

to writingfor numerous international

publications, Tafari also writes and

appears in radio and television

documentaries and news programs by

the Jamaica Broadcasting

Corporation.)
 

Opera News

Both Opera Memphis and

Memphis State‘s Opera Theatre have

announced casting for the rest of

their respective seasons.

MSU‘s remaining opera, Albert

Herring by Benjamin Britten, will be

presented on April 11 and 13.

The role of Albert Herring will be

sung by tenor Stanley Workman. In

the role of Lady Billows, the elderly

autocrat, will be soprano Carolyn

Cansler. Florence Pike, companion

to Lady Billows, will be sung by

contralto Nicola Juricak. The vicar,

Mr. Gedge will be sung by baritone

Michael Conwill. Bass Emerson

Green, Jr. will sing the role of

Superintentent Budd, the chief of

police. Tenors James Holmes and

Chris Thomas will sing the role of the

Mayor, Mr. Upfold. In the role of

Miss Wordsworth, head teacher at

the church school, will be sopranos

Dorothy Booker and Angela Hand.

Sid, the butcher‘s assistant, will be

sung by baritones Bradley Kroeker

and Darren Raley. Nancy, the

mezzo—soprano Susan Daniell.

Albert‘s mother, Mrs. Herring, will

be sung by messo—soprano Sarah

Baker. The village children Emmie,

Cis, and Harry, will be sung by

Rebessa Murphy:; the boy soprano

 will be Christopher Hardwick.
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baker‘s daughter, will be sung by _

sopranos Vivian Dettarn and

 



 

 

 

Bill Black Combo cont. from Page 23

Currently, Tucker is interested in
developing newtalent. Andy Childs
is an artist Tucker manages and

records. Together Black and Childs
have helped promote Memphis and
its music by working with the
Convention and Visitor‘s Bureau.

They also appear regularly at
festivals and other local and regional
venues.

Although over the years the Bill
Black Combo has changed members
"like a pro—athletic team" the

current line—up is Tucker on guitar,
Doug Davis on drums, Robert
Gladney on sax, Gil Michael on steel

guitar, and Jimbo Hale on bass. BBC
graduates include people like "Tuff
Sax" Ace Cannon and Reggie Young,

who Tucker says "is making 2 or 3
hundred grand a year in Nashville."

Today, Tucker says, most people
consider their group "a nostalgia
band." But nostalgia is back now and
the BBC still finds receptive
audiences wherever they go. For

Tucker personally, however,
promotion, publishing, managing,

and consulting are occupying a great

deal of his time. He is still a faculty
member at Memphis State and is an
active member of such professional
music organizations as N.A.R.A.S.

Although it‘s been over 20 years
since the Bill Black Combo toured
with the Beatles, people are still

curious about the Combo‘s
relationship with the Beatles.

The last contact Tucker had was

back in the late 70s when he received
word that Linda McCartney wanted
to buy Bill Black‘s old stand—up bass

he had used when he played with
Elvis. "She wanted to give it to Paul

as a Christmas present. We sold it for
$2000 and took it up to Nashville.
The strings were off, it looked awful.

I remember we just threw it in the
back of that pickup truck."

A few months later Elvis died and
Tucker couldn‘t help but think about

the value of that bass he sold to
McCartney. And sure enough, it
wasn‘t much later that Tucker
noticed an article in People Magazine
with a photo of Paul, Linda, and the
bass.

About Elvis, Tucker hasn‘t much

recorded here.

to say. He knew him, and attended
some of his privately shown movies at
the Memphian, but Tucker chose not
to hang out with the rock "n‘ roll
superstar. "I didn‘t want to be
around the people around him . . . it
was too sad."

To Bob Tucker, Memphis has been
good to him. Radio played his music,
people were receptive to their
transition from rock to country. Still,
he adds, there is a lot of education
that needs to take place. In
Nashville, you can get a bank loan
based on an evaluation of your
publishing catalog by BMI or

— ASCAP.

Bob Tucker remains optimistic
though, looking across 25 years of
successful music making by his
band, he knows the potential is there.
It may be more difficult these days,
but it‘s there.

"We‘re gonna have some more hits
You‘ll ‘see."

 

The Blues. . .

The Heart and Soul Expression

Of The Human Struggle.

The Blues. . .

"Needs a Real Home on Beale

Street. WhatThe ‘Grand Ole Opry‘

did for Country Music and

Nashville — ‘Blues Hall‘ will do for

the Blues and Memphis ‘Home of

the Blues‘ "

MAY WE ALWAYS LISTEN

To help the Blues Foundation

establish Blues Hall on Beale

§treet. MAKE YOUR TAX DEDUCTIBLE

CONTRIBUTION TODAY!

TO BECOME A MEMBER OF THE NATIONAL BLUES FAMILY— JOIN THE MEMPHIS
CHAPTER OF THE NATIONAL BLUES CONNECTION ASSOCIATION — TODAY.

Application forwarded upon request. Call or Write today.

 

TO.Por I61272

"Hime ofThe Blues"

Temisstt 38196—1272
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2010

...And Let There Be

—— Light

by William Glankler

The circle iscomplete. It took nine

years of movie time, sixteen years of
real time, and billions of years of
subjective time, but most of the
nagging questions left by 2001 are

answered. They won‘t necessarily
please everyone, however.

2010 picks up a few years after the

abrupt ending of the Discovery
mission of 2001. The Russians and
Americans are in a race to send

another probe to Jupiter and the
monolith. The Russian ship is
finished first, but because they know

little about the monolith and because

the Discovery and the HAL9000 were

American built, the Russians want
‘three Americans in their crew——

— Scheider because he was responsible

for the first mission, Lithgow
because he designed the ship, and
Balaban because he created the

HAL9OOO. They arrive to find the
monolith floating serenely, but the
Discovery is spinning in a slowly

decaying orbit. After some
excitement the Discovery is

recovered and HAL is resurrected.

And then there is still the enigmatic
monolith iself. 7

The hardware is acceptable, but
nothing extraordinary. The action

sequences are good, especially the
EVA to the Discovery, but don‘t
expect Starwars. This is an actor‘s

film, unusual for this genre. Helen
Mirren has a strong role as the

Russian mission commander;
Lithgow, as a reluctant astronaut.
provides comic relief; Balaban, as

the intense computer wizard, has
perhaps the best line in the film:

"Why should a lifeformbased on
silcon be treated differently than one

based on carbon?" A question we
may soon have to face.

Few will forget Stanley Kubric‘s

micro—second summing up of the
entire history of humankind in the

bone—into—spaceship transition of

2001. Nor will the powerful opening
sequence of that film be easily
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forgotten. Many directors have

emulated Kubric, but few have
approached his mastery of cinematic
technique. Hyams, too falls short.

2010 simply lacks the power of the

original; it will be remembered as a
good film, but not a greatone.

Many of the starstruck 60‘s
generation considered 2001 a
religious experience. 2010 might be
considered one also, perhaps for a
different reason.
2010 is playing at the Paramount,

where the sound system has been

engineered especially for this film.
and at the Hickory Ridge Mall.

Dune

...The Sleeper Awakens

by William Glankler

For once those who liked the book
will like the movie. Oh, a few seenes
have been added for exposition,

others deleted, some characters

enhanced, others reduced in
importance, but Dune is about as
faithful to the original as any

interpretation could be.

The plot revolves around Arrakis,
a planet on which rain has never
fallen, and its sole product of merit——
spice. This spice makes space travel

practical, allows its users a limited
vision of the future, prolongs life and

is an addictive narcotic. Needless to
say, this makes it a pretty valuable
commodity. It isn‘t easy to acquire

either.

The principals are in a power
struggle to control the spice for their
own purposes. Shaddam IV, the

emperor of a galatic feudal system,
sees this as an opportunity to play off
his more powerful nobles against

each other. The ultra—degenerate
a a (ke

Baron Karkonnen wants venngLfikJ—fiu a

ime

on the Atreides family. The spacing
Guild needs the spice to continue
their monopoly on space travel. The

Bene Gesserit Order (semi—
telepathic seers) are trying to
produce a superhuman being

through genetic engineering.

Completely forgotten in the equation
are the Fremen, the planetary
inhabitants who have their own plans

, MEMPHIS STAR

for Arrakis .. and a prophecy..and a
messiah.

Viewed on another level Dune
mirrors the present day dilemma

— faced by the industrial powers in the
Middle East.. It is indeed difficult to

deal with a powerful, but nearly

incomprehensible religion. Spice
could just as well be oil.

Dune,the novel, won both the Hugo
and Nebula science fiction awards
nearly twenty years ago when

detailed world eco—systems were

fashionable in Sci—Fi writing. Dune,
the film, will be nominated for and
will probably win several academy
awards for similar attention to detail.
Perhaps not Best Picture or the

major acting Oscars, but certainly
the various technical awards for

costume, makeup, set design, special
effects, and screenplay adaptation

can be expected.

Sting makes his first acting
appearance in this movie, more for

his unique looks than ability. His
best scenes may have been cut
however. Toto does the musical

score, which remains unobtrusive
while enhancing the mood of the film.
Duneis playing at the Malco Quartet

and the Ridgeway Four. This picture

could be the sleeper of the year.

"Two By Two"

_by Neil Nicar

Delightfully funny and slightly
blasphemous. "Two. By Two"

captured the audience. from the
opening: curtain. ‘Based on "The

Flowering Peach" by Clifford Odets.
the play depicted man‘s rebellious

nature in this well known biblical ©

Lacking the King James "Thees
and— Thous.". the contemporary
language added a humorous quality

of its own.

— One— might well wonder about
God‘s plans. as did Noah (Gene Katz)
in the song "Why Me." He couldn‘t
understand why God chose a man of
his advanced age to build an ark.

cont. on next page.
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“Two By Two" continued

Shem, Ham, and Leah (David
Poirier, Mark Chambers, Martha
Hester) also wondered as they sang
"Put Him Away." They knew that
God didn‘t talk to people anymore
and stated as much to papa Noah.

Japheth, portrayed by Stephen
Wilkerson, was the first recorded
rebel who was concerned about
people being left behind. . Neither
could this pre—diluvian trouble—
maker understand why the ark didn‘t
have a rudder; so what if the plans
didn‘t call for one.

In one of the fewserious moments
of the musical, Wilkerson sang
beautifully as he told Rachel (Tricia
Branch) "I Do Not Know A Day I Did
Not Love You." —

Ernestine Boyd‘s experience as a
grandmother was probably of some
help in portraying Esther, the dutiful
wife of Noah. Her low—key

— performance helped balance the role
of her energetic spouse.

An interesting role was that of
Goldie (Elizabeth Murff), who
eventually came to wed Ham. Goldie
worked full—time in the temple riding
a ram, a natural. Her body painted
gold, Goldie went Lady Godiva one
«better.

With music by Richard Rogers and
lyrics by Martin Charnin, Noah and

family tried in vain to explain to
Japheth why God wanted all animals
and humans to enter the ark "Two By
Two." Apparently the boy hadn‘t
been listening in school the day they

explained about the "Birds and
Bees."

The set design, by Susan
Christiansen, was simple, yet
effective, and Noah‘s home in the
first act was displaced by the ark in
act two. In addition, Stephen
Forsythe‘s lighting complimented
the ark scene perfectly and Marvin
Pittman‘s music was noticeable yet
not obtrusive.

As the waters abated, Noah sent
the dove on its search for greenery,
explaining to the children, "Mama
likes green things."

Singing "When It Dries," the cast
questioned what the future held, still
wondering about the sanity of the
patriarch.

As the turmoil ceased, Noah
decided, as captain of the ship, he had
the authority to join his children in
wedlock. It was finally ascertained
that "Poppa Knows Best," but only
after the ark had settled on dry land.

Although not the epitome of
accuracy, .this entertaining pro—
duction can be seen at Playhouse on
the Square through January 19.

  

 

Davis McCain of Barking Dog performs in the band‘s
final show last month. Barking Dog was a creative act,

and will be surely missed.
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he business of
making money.

It‘s all very exciting.
But without the ability

to lay out a large amount
— ofcash, you can‘t take
advantage ofthe financial
opportunities that come
your way.
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Ad A public service of this publication:and The Advertising Council.
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DIGITAL AUDIO

 

3899 Park Avenue
Memphis
458—6486
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MEMPHIS STAR Classifieds are

inexpensive and effective. To

place a classified ad stop by our

office at 643 South Highland or

send your ad on plain paper to

The MEMPHIS STAR, 643 South

Highland, Memphis, TN 38111.

Cost is only 15¢ a word. Check or

money order must accompany

your ad and we must receive it by

the 22nd of the month to assure

insertion.

HELP WANTED

Need a Job? Have your resume profes—
sionally typeset at a very reasonable price.
Call 452—7827 for more information.
 

Account Representative needed for the
Memphis Star. Experience prefered. Top.
commissions, expense allowance. Sent

— resume to this publication, attn. Publisher.
No phone calls please.
 

Part Time — Beauty Operator
(Fridays & Saturdays).
shop. Call 324—2101.

needed
Following, small

 

Bass player and drummer needed for rock
and roll band being formed by ex—Creed
members. Serious musicians with back—
up vocal capabilities. Call Steve Ingle at
725—5113. i284
 

Working band with a $100,000 guarantee
for 1985 is looking for a solid drummer
with impact and feel. Must be willing to
travel and appreciate classic Rock and
Roll. For audition call (901) 525—3339.

 

Partner Wanted: For mobile recording
studios. Much potential, Mississippi
"Country" Write Box 411—S Hornlake, MS.
38637
 

Wanted: Professional vocalist and
musicians to form a group. Contact Steve
«at (901) 272—9384.
 

FOR SALE

Gibson S$.G. w/Humbuckings; Epiphone
"Sheridan"; Gibson Les Paul Junior. Ask
for Nik at 725—5473 or leave your name and
number at 393—2911. 1284/10
 

ATTENTION DRUMMERS Rid your Bass
Drum of unsightly blankets and foam. The
Murray Bass Drum Muffler enhances
appearance of bass drum, controls
unwanted overtones, features adjustable
mike holder, and adjustable tracking
system to hold muffler in place. Just
$18.95, plus $3.00 shipping and handling.
Send check or money order to: Murray
Bass Drum Muffler, 633 West College,
Jonesboro, Arkansas 72401. 1284/71
 

For Sale: 19" Color TV w/remote $300;
Yamaha CR 800 Stereo Receiver $250;
Nakamichi 500 Tape Recorder Dolby, etc.
$300; Philips 212 electronic turntable
w/pickering cart. $150; Asahi Pentax
Spotmatic 35 mm camera w/Pentax Super
Takumer Somm 1.4 & 200 mm lens, $300;
Sony Walkman II cassette player w/head—
phones $50; 4 standup video arcade
games $200 each, $700 for all four. Buy
everything $1600. Save $500. Call 452—
8089, best time 46 pm or 526—6666 and
leave message.
 

 

THE END
 

THE END IS COMING . ..
You can be one of the first to listen and
‘experience Futuristic Jazz on the
Hammond organ. If you like organ music,
then these tapes were made for you. It‘s
the music of the future. For original cuts
from the End Band‘s latest album,. send
$695 to: Futurama, PO: Box 27132
Memphis, TN 38127.

‘The Andy Childs Band.

 

Motorcycle for Sale.

388—1957 or 324—2101. 1284/11

1981 Yamaha 550,
like new, less than 2000 miles. Make offer.

For Sale: Peavy PA system, two MF1—X
horns and two FH—1 bass reflection
cabinets — $850.00; Peavy XR—600B Mixer
Amp — $400.00; Shure SM—57 Microphone —
$65.00; Hiwatt (4x12) cabinet with 50 watt
amp — $600.00; Dean V Standard Guitar
(White with ebony neck) Schaller tuning .
heads, with hardshell case — $600.00; MXR
Flanger — $80.00; Ross Distortion — $40 .00;
Ross Stereo Delay Echo — $150.00; Call
Ken at (901) 363—3650 or 363—4497.
 

SERVICES

Expert Guitar Repair — custom refinishing.
The "Guitar Works" 1153 Union Ave. Call
725—5473. 128417

 

Quik Star Graphics can solve your
‘typesetting and graphic arts problems.
Typesetting, Lay Out, Design. Doing an
L.P.? Let us create your cover. Call (901)
452—7827.

 

? INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Set Props, Back Drops, etc. Custom
furniture, art deco, custom refinishing,
lacquer, plastic laminates.
WHERE IMAGINATION BECOMES
REALITY. 327—1114

 

MUSICIANS AVAILABLE

Santoro & South Light Country, Folk and
Easy Rock, available for bookings. Call
794—5780.
 

BORDERLINE is the group to call for Easy
Rock, Light Country and MOR, playing
the best of the 50‘s, 60‘sand 70‘s. Call Jim
at 794—5780.
 

European Strolling Violinist featured in
the Mid—Souths‘s finest establishments.
Available for your next gathering. For
information contact (901) 278—9786. .

MEMPHIS MUSIC! Bill Biack‘s Combo or
Available for

private parties. (901) 362-9000._
 

WANTS & NEEDS

Groups Wanted: Biack Gospel Singing
groups, Preachers, Evangelists, credit
plan for recording, Pride, Box 7526—S,
Memphis Tennessee 38107—0526.

 

Rim needed for cars. | need a rim to fit a
1981 Buick Regal, and one for a 1979
Cadillac Coup de Ville. Call 388—1957 or
324 —2101. 1284/11
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Wlth A MEMPHIS STAR Subscnptlon
Memphis most complete monthly guide

to music and entertainment

ONLY $8 FORA FULL YEAR, $12.95 FOR TWO!

CQ Please place my subscnptlon for my friend(s) in the name of
C" Let my friends gettheir own subscription. This is my present to mel

 
NAME f __ NAME

  
._ ADDRESS IT ua — ADDRESS

 
CITY — STATE ZIP hess CITY SIATE.. ZIP

 
PHONE NO. f PHONE NO.

Complete the above form and mail with your check or money order to: The Memphis Star, 643 South
Highland, Memphis, Tennessee 38111.

 

 



If You Think 1984 _

Was An Ultimate Year —

Wait Until You See —

What We‘ve Got Planned

For 1985!

KMA?

000103 memphis

 
Pick Up Your ROCKARDAt Our Studios, 1385Lamar (DuringBusinessHours)       


